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ABSTRACT 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) has an exceptionally heterogeneous clinical spectrum, 
ranging from mild disease limited to skin and joints to severe manifestations with renal 
disorder, central nervous system disease, severe cytopenias and thromboembolic events. 
Important clinical challenges include the prediction of disease flares and the identification of 
individuals that are likely to evolve severe disease with accrual of organ damage and worse 
prognosis. Autoantibodies, i.e. antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and antiphospholipid antibodies 
(aPL), and interferon alpha (IFN-α) that contribute to formation of immune complexes with 
nuclear antigens, are hallmarks considered to drive the disease in a vicious circle of antigen 
exposure, autoantibody production, inflammation and organ damage. There are few good 
biomarkers to predict severe SLE and organ damage. The aim of this PhD project was thus to 
increase the knowledge regarding ANA as well as aPL, and other potential biomarkers in 
relation to clinical features and disease outcomes in SLE. 

As expected, we found that the homogeneous ANA staining pattern was most common, and 
that it was associated with the occurrence of the ‘immunological disorder’ criterion. Speckled 
ANA was the second most common staining pattern, and it was inversely associated with 
arthritis, the ‘immunological disorder’ criterion and organ damage (Paper I). We also 
demonstrated that a considerable proportion of the patients lost ANA-positivity over time, 
whereas consistent staining patterns were most frequent (Paper V). 

Survival of patients with SLE has improved. Yet, in comparison to the general population, 
irreversible organ damage and increased mortality remains a critical concern. In Paper II, our 
cross-sectional analysis showed that more than a quarter of the patients had any aPL isotype 
(IgG, IgM or IgA class), and 14% were classified with antiphospholipid antibody syndrome 
(APS). A positive lupus anticoagulant (LA) test and/or IgG aPL tests were associated with most 
APS-related events and organ damage. Lupus nephritis, tobacco smoking, LA-positivity and 
the use of statins and/or corticosteroids were strongly associated with damage accrual, while 
hydroxychloroquine seemed to be protective. IgA aPL was not uncommon (16%) in Swedish 
cases of SLE, and analysis of IgA aPL may add information among clinically suspected APS-
patients testing negative for LA and other aPL isotypes. 

Despite modern management and tax-funded health care with universal access, almost two-
thirds of the patients accrued organ damage over time, and the main causes of death were 
identified as malignancy, infection, and cardiovascular disease. We could confirm well-
established risk factors for organ damage such as APS, hypertension, and/or the use of 
corticosteroids, but we also observed that other factors such as pericarditis, haemolytic 
anaemia, lymphopenia and myositis seems to be of importance in this view (Paper IV). 

We also demonstrated that levels of the extracellular matrix protein osteopontin (OPN) was 
correlated with disease activity in patients with recent-onset SLE. In addition, OPN levels 
reflected global organ damage and were associated with APS and could have potential as a 
valuable biomarker in SLE (Paper III). 

Additional studies are warranted to further establish the clinical and mechanistic relevance of 
ANA seroconversion, OPN, as well as the importance of IgA aPL. Vigilance for malignancies, 
a restricted use of corticosteroids and prevention of cardiovascular disease and APS events are 
among modifiable factors to prevent organ damage and premature mortality. 

This thesis emphasizes the importance of autoantibodies in the pathogenesis, and diagnosis, of 
SLE. The autoantibody profile can be of great importance for tailored therapy in order to 
minimize the risk of organ damage accrual, morbidity as well as mortality.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic, autoimmune systemic disease. Clinically 
SLE is characterized by involvement of multiple organ systems, ranging from mild to life-
threatening. Periods of flares are often followed by remission. The female-to-male sex ratio for 
SLE is approximately 9:1, but can vary in different ages and ethnic groups (1-3). The clinical 
picture is distinguished by systemic inflammation and tissue damage which contributes to 
morbidity as well as increased mortality compared to the general population. The breakdown 
of self-tolerance and production of autoantibodies such as antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and 
anti-double-stranded DNA (anti-dsDNA) in SLE is thought to be the result of a combination 
of genetic susceptibility and environmental factors such as smoking, viral infections, hormones 
and drugs (4).  

 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The disease was first reported in the middle ages describing a severe facial rash resembling a 
wolf´s bite, Lupus (latin for wolf) erythematosus (latin for red) (5). In 1872, Kaposi described 
the systemic nature of the disease and Sir William Osler further established this by including 
cardiac, renal and pulmonary involvement, and he also coined the term systemic lupus 
erythematosus (6, 7). The implication of the immune system was acknowledged first in 1948 
when Hargraves et al. discovered the LE (lupus erythematosus) cell in bone marrow from a 
patient with SLE (8). The first identification of a nuclear staining on sections of rat tissue by 
use of immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy was made by Holman and Kunkel in 1957 (9). 
Friou’s recognition of the “antinuclear factor” hereafter formed the foundation of modern ANA 
diagnostics by indirect IF microscopy (10). In SLE, loss of immune tolerance leads to 
production of autoantibodies by hyperreactive B cells, e.g. ANA, formation of immune 
complexes (IC), production of interferon-α (IFN-α), tissue inflammation and organ 
dysfunction.  

 

 

PATHOGENESIS & AETIOLOGY 

The pathogenesis of SLE is multifactorial including ethnicity, environmental and hormonal 
factors, but to a large extent it is unknown. The pathogenesis of SLE comprises dysregulated 
apoptosis and inefficient removal of apoptotic cellular material (11). Such cellular debris will 
expose nuclear constituents as well as phospholipids on its surface, which under certain 
conditions may undergo conformational changes, and become immunogenic. This may result 
in loss of B cell tolerance and production of autoantibodies against nuclear and 
phospholipid/phospholipid-related antigens of which some play central roles in autoimmunity 
(for instance, antibodies against cardiolipin and β2-glycoprotein-I in the antiphospholipid 
antibody syndrome (APS) and antibodies against dsDNA in SLE); Figure 1 (12, 13).  
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Figure 1: Simplified figure of the pathogenesis in SLE and the so-called vicious circle. Figure by Lina Wirestam. 

 

A prominent production of autoantibodies and immune complexes, and an increased expression 
of type I interferon regulated genes, recognized as the IFN-signature is often seen (14). 
According to one study 50-75% of adults and 90% of children with SLE displayed a type I IFN 
signature, whereas circulating levels of IFN-α in adults with SLE may be considerable lower 
(15, 16). This observation as well as reports that IFN-α therapy can induce lupus-like disease 
suggests that IFNs have an important role in the SLE pathogenesis. Both environmental and 
genetic factors increase the activation of the type I IFN system in patients with SLE (14). UV-
light exposure leads to cell death and leakage of nuclear antigens which enhances binding by 
autoantibodies and formation of ICs that enhance type I IFN production in the skin in SLE 
patients (14). Genetic associations with SLE have been found for more than 80 genetic loci and 
more than half of them are connected to the type I IFN signature. This includes TLR7, IRF5, 
TYK2 and STAT4, all of them being central in type I IFN production and signalling (14). 
Further on, control and regulation of type I IFN production in SLE are dysregulated with loss 
of proper negative feedback mechanisms. Consequently, type I IFN has been suggested being 
one of the driving forces behind the disease and new treatments aiming to inhibit IFN 
production or diminish their immunomodulatory effects in SLE are under development.  

Normally, IFN-α production ceases once the pathogen has been eliminated and the 
plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) become temporarily refractory to new stimuli due to 
inhibition and degradation of transcription factors and signal transducers. In SLE patients a 
persistent stimulation of pDCs are seen by endogenous nucleic acids keeping IFN-α 
continuously active. The increased apoptosis and impaired clearance of apoptotic material in 
SLE patients contribute to formation of interferogenic ICs. Schematically, the Fc-parts of IC-
Ig:s binds to FcγRIIa receptors on pDCs, and ICs are endocytosed. The nucleic acid content 
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triggers the endosomal toll-like receptors TLR7 or -9, which in the end leads to production of 
IFN-α; Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2: Interferon-α (IFN-α) production in SLE. Immune complexes (ICs) bind to FcγRIIa receptors on pDCs 

and are endocytosed. In the endosomes they bind to toll-like receptors, TLR7 or -9 and by this activation, the 

expression of NFκB and IRF7 leads to production of IFN-α and other pro-inflammatory products. Figure reprinted 

with permission from Lina Wirestam (17). 

 

IFN-α binds to IFN-α/β receptor (IFNAR) consisting of the IFNAR-1(α-subunit) and IFNAR-
2 (β-subunit) subunits, which belong to the class 2 helical cytokine receptor family (18). The 
binding of IFN-α to IFNAR phosphorylates and activates JAK1 and TYK2, which 
phosphorylates different STAT proteins, forming complexes that move to the nucleus, where 
it stimulates transcription of genes bearing an IFN-response element (ISRE) or gamma-
activated sequences (GAS) inducing different immune response; see Figure 3 (18). 
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Figure 3: IFN-α binds to its receptor IFNAR (containing two subunits, IFNAR-1 and -2), thereby activating 

TYK2 and JAK1 which activates different STATS. STAT1, STAT2 and IRF9 constitutes the IFN-stimulated gene 

factor 3 complex (ISGF3), which can bind to IFN-stimulated response elements (ISRE), generating an antiviral 

response. STAT1 homodimers attaches to gamma-activated sequences (GAS) causing a pro-inflammatory 

response. Homodimers of STAT3 conversely, induces an anti-inflammatory response via GAS. Figure reprinted 

with permission from Lina Wirestam (17). 

 

All nuclear bearing cells have the ability to produce and respond to IFN-α although pDCs are 
the main source of IFN-α and can produce up to 1000-fold more than other cells (19). IFN-α 
(and IFN-β) are crucial for stimulation of pDCs and activation of T cells, B cell development 
and antibody production (19).  

Other endogenous IFN inducers in SLE are peptides from neutrophil extracellular traps (NET) 
and self-nucleic acids in complex with DNA- or RNA-binding proteins for example high 
mobility group box chromosomal protein 1 (HMGB1) and heat shock protein 90. In murine 
models it is shown that depletion of pDCs reduces the type I IFN signature and improves the 
pathology (20). 

The human leukocyte antigen (HLA) region, in particular HLA-DRB1, represent a 
susceptibility loci associated with SLE, whereas many other non-HLA SLE susceptibility loci 
are situated within or close to genes with functional relevance in the immune system, e.g. IFN 
as well as B and T cell signalling, clearance of dead cellular debris and complement 
deficiencies (21). Studies including monozygotic twins and familial aggregation support the 
idea of genetic predisposition. The risk of developing SLE among siblings have been shown to 
be almost 30-fold higher than in the general population and ANA-positivity has been shown to 
be present in 27% of offspring to mothers with SLE compared to 7% in controls (22, 23). 
However, in families with several affected members, the genetic component is complex and 
does not follow a classical Mendelian inheritance pattern, and only a few cases can be attributed 
to highly penetrating rare mutations (24). Moreover, there is a ten-fold raised risk in 
monozygotic twins compared to dizygotic twins to develop SLE (21). 
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A strong association between mutations in the classical complement pathway and SLE 
susceptibility is seen e.g. over 90% of individuals with homozygote C1q-deficiency and more 
than 75% of individuals with homozygote C4 deficiency develop SLE (25, 26). A possible 
explanation is the important role of the complement system in clearing ICs and removing 
apoptotic cell debris (27). A hallmark for SLE is the overexpression of type I interferon and 
non-HLA gene variants involved in IFN-signalling have recently been proven to associate with 
the disease (28).  

Well-known environmental risk factors in SLE development are cigarette smoking, silica, 
postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy and oral contraceptives (29, 30). Ultraviolet 
light, infections like the Epstein-Barr virus (EBV), air pollution, pesticides and heavy metals 
constitutes possible risk factors, still debated (29, 30). Biological processes associating 
environmental exposures and SLE risk comprise inflammatory cytokine upregulation, systemic 
inflammation, hormonal effects and increased oxidative stress (29, 30). Exposure to UV-light 
can cause photosensitivity and cutaneous lupus as well as induce systemic flares (31, 32). 
Moreover, SLE exacerbations are more often seen in the spring and summer in Scandinavia 
and outdoor work is associated with the risk of developing SLE (33, 34). Viral infections 
including EBV, cytomegalovirus and parvovirus B19 have been proposed to trigger SLE and 
increased prevalence of EBV infections have been reported before onset of SLE (35-37). Cross-
reactivity between EBV and autoantigens, e.g. Ro60/SSA and Sm have been suggested to 
trigger SLE onset (38). 

Cigarette smoking is associated with a modestly elevated risk of SLE, whereas a moderate 
intake of alcohol may protect against SLE development, but conflicting data have been reported 
(39-41). Sex hormones may play a role in the pathogenesis of SLE and can be illustrated by 
observations such as the large predominance of SLE among women in reproductive age, 
whereas the female-to-male ratio is low before puberty and the fact that the use of high 
oestrogen-containing contraceptives, postmenopausal hormone replacement therapy, ovarian 
stimulation as well as pregnancy can give rise to disease exacerbations (2, 42-46). Factors 
related to the X-chromosome may also be of importance to predispose women to SLE (28). 

Pharmacological agents might induce SLE in predisposed individuals or cause a syndrome 
called drug-induced lupus (DIL) (47, 48). More than 80 different drugs, e.g. procainamide, 
hydralazine, sulfasalazine and anti-tumor necrosis factor agents, have been associated with DIL 
and some of them have been demonstrated to enhance autoimmunity (48, 49). 
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CLASSIFICATION 

Classification criteria for SLE have been developed for the purpose of research and 
surveillance. The most commonly used criteria were composed by the American College of 
Rheumatology (ACR) in 1982 (Table 1) and revised in 1997, adding aPL antibodies and 
deleting the “positive LE cell preparation” (50).  

 

Table 1. 1982 classification criteria for systemic lupus erythematosus. 

Requirements: ≥4 criteria presented serially or simultaneously 

Criterion Definition   

1. Malar rash Erythema over the malar eminences 

2. Discoid rash Erythematous raised patches 

3. Photosensitivity Skin rash as a result of unusual reaction to sunlight 

4. Oral ulcers Oral or nasopharyngeal ulceration 

5. Arthritis Non-erosive arthritis involving 2 or more peripheral joints 

6. Serositis Pleuritis or pericarditis 

7. Renal disorder Proteinuria or cellular casts 

8. Neurologic disorder Seizures or psychosis 

9. Hematologic disorder Haemolytic anaemia or leukopenia or lymphopenia or 

thrombocytopenia 

10. Immunologic disorder Positive LE cell preparation or abnormal serum level of 

anti-dsDNA or anti-Sm or Wasserman reaction 

11. Antinuclear antibody ANA in abnormal level and absence of drugs associated 

with ‘drug-induced lupus’ syndrome 

ANA = antinuclear antibodies, dsDNA = double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid, LE = Lupus erythematosus, Sm 

= Smith.  

Summarized from Tan EM, Cohen AS, Fries JF, Masi AT, McShane DJ, Rothfield NF, et al. The 1982 revised 

criteria for the classification of systemic lupus erythematosus. Arthritis Rheum. 1982;25(11):1271-7 (51). 

 

 

The Fries’ diagnostic principle is often used in clinical practice and is based on the presence of 
abnormal ANA titre and at least two typical organ manifestations at the time of diagnosis (52). 
A new set of classification criteria was introduced by the Systemic Lupus International 
Collaborating Clinics (SLICC), an international group of rheumatologists and methodologists 
in 2012, (Table 2), based on the analysis of the limitations of the 1997 criteria (53).  
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Table 2. 2012 SLICC classification criteria for systemic lupus erythematosus. 

Requirements: ≥4 criteria, at least 1 clinical and 1 immunologic criteria                                                    

OR biopsy-proven nephritis with positive ANA and/or anti-dsDNA antibodies 

Clinical criteria Immunological criteria 

1. Acute cutaneous lupus 1. ANA #   

2. Chronic cutaneous lupus 2. Anti-dsDNA # 

3. Oral or nasal ulcers 3. Anti-Sm #   

4. Nonscarring alopecia 4. Anti-phospholipid antibodies * 

5. Synovitis 5. Low complement 

6. Serositis 6. Positive direct Coombs’ test in the 

absence of hemolytic anemia 

7. Renal   

8. Neurologic   

9. Hemolytic anemia  

10. Leukopenia or lymphopenia  

11. Thrombocytopenia  

ANA = antinuclear antibodies, dsDNA = double-stranded deoxyribonucleic acid, Sm = Smith, * anti-cardiolipin (aCL) 

antibodies and/or anti-beta2-glycoprotein (anti-β2-GPI) of IgA, IgG or IgM isotype at abnormal serum levels and/or a positive 

Lupus anticoagulant test. # at abnormal serum levels 

Summarized from Petri M, et al. Derivation and validation of the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating 

Clinics classification criteria for systemic lupus erythematosus. Arthritis Rheum. 2012;64:2677-86 (53). 

 

 

In 2019, the European League AgaMMinst Rheumatism (EULAR) and ACR presented new 
classification criteria with a positive ANA with a titre of ≥1:80 on human epidermoid 
carcinoma (HEp-2) cells or an equivalent positive test as an entry criterion and with weighted 
items; Figure 4 (54). The items must be attributed to SLE and 10 points is the cut-off for 
fulfilling the criteria. These criteria are now awaiting validation in other cohorts and to what 
extent their usage in clinical practice will be, are still to be shown (55). 
 
 

 

Figure 4: Summary of the EULAR/ACR 2019 classification criteria domains and weights. 

 
PLT, platelets; Leuko, leukocytes; ACLE, acute cutaneous lupus erythematosus; DLE, discoid lupus erythematosus; SCLE, 

subacute cutaneous lupus erythematosus; GN III/IV International Society of Nephrology/Renal Pathology Society (ISN/RPS) 

class III or IV lupus glomerulonephritis; GN II/V ISN/RPS class II or V lupus glomerulonephritis; U-prot/urinary protein 

ratio; aPL (anti-cardiolipin or anti-β2-glycoprotein I antibodies or lupus anticoagulant) (54). 
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EPIDEMIOLOGY 

The prevalence of SLE seems to be increasing, probably due to identification of milder cases 
as well as improved survival (1). The prevalence in the USA has been estimated to around 
73/100.000, being higher in Afro-American and Afro-Caribbean populations (56). The 
prevalence thus varies between ethnic groups and the prevalence as well as the burden of the 
disease is considerable elevated in non-Caucasian populations, even after taking into account 
socio-economic factors (56-58). In Sweden, the prevalence is estimated to around 60/100.000 
(59, 60).  

In Sweden, the annual incidence is approximately 3-5/100.000 (60, 61). The incidence is 
highest among women in childbearing age, with a women to men ratio of about 9:1 commonly 
reported (1, 56). This female predominance is less pronounced in juvenile and elderly 
populations. The reason for this is unknown but hormones as well as genetics, including the 
double X-chromosome, is likely to contribute (58, 62). The aetiology is not fully understood, 
but genetics of SLE is known to be a strong link, as well as environmental factors, both 
attributing to the irreversible breakdown in immunologic self-tolerance characterizing the 
disease.  
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CLINICAL FEATURES & OUTCOME 

SLE has a heterogeneous nature with periods of exacerbations (flares) and periods of low 
activity or remission. The most frequently affected organs are joints, skin and blood although 
the prevalence of different symptoms varies between different population and ethnicities; 
Figure 5. Other common manifestations are lupus nephritis, serositis and involvement of the 
central nervous system (CNS); Figure 5.  

 

 

Figure 5: Depiction of the most frequently affected organs in SLE. Figure from MedicineNet, Systemic Lupus 

Archived at the Wayback Machine Last Editorial Review: 2009-12-20. 
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General symptoms, not unique for SLE, as muscle pain, weight loss, fever, Raynaud’s 
phenomenon, alopecia, rash, lymphadenopathy and fatigue are common (3). Some patients can 
have a mild disease with few symptoms and others a life-threatening disease. The diversity of 
symptoms and the fact that symptoms may develop gradually over many years also constitutes 
a major challenge for the clinicians. Lupus nephritis and CNS involvement are considered as 
some of the most serious manifestations (63-65). Depending on the type of renal involvement, 
different outcomes are observed, and different treatment is needed for different subclasses of 
nephritis. Hence, renal biopsy is crucial and the World Health Organization (WHO) published 
morphologic classification data in 1974, which were revised in 1982 and 1995 (Table 3) (66, 
67). Revised criteria were presented by the International Society of Nephrology/Renal 
Pathology society (ISN/RPS) in 2003 in order to accommodate the pathogenic and 
clinicopathological knowledge acquired the last decades (68).  

 

Table 3. 1995 WHO classification criteria of lupus nephritis 

I         Normal glomeruli 

(A) normal by all techniques 

(B) normal on light microscopy but deposits on immunohistology and/or electron microscopy 

II       Pure mesangial alterations 

(A) mesangial widening and/or mild hypercellularity 

(B) mesangial cell proliferation 

III      Focal segmental glomerulonephritis (associated with mild/moderate mesangial alterations, and/or          

segmental epimembranous deposits) 

(A) active necrotizing lesions 

(B) active and sclerosing lesions 

(C) sclerosing lesions 

IV     Diffuse glomerulonephritis (severe mesangial/ mesangiocapillary with extensive subendothelial 

deposits. Mesangial deposits always present, and frequently subepithelial deposits) 

(A) with segmental lesions 

(B) with active necrotizing lesions 

(C) with active and sclerosing lesions 

(D) with sclerosing lesions 

V      Diffuse membranous glomerulonephritis 

(A) pure membranous glomerulonephritis  

(B) associated with lesions of category II (a or b) 

VI     Advanced sclerosing glomerulonephritis 
Summarized from Cameron, Lupus Nephritis J Am Soc Nephrol 10: 413–424 (67). 

 

The neuropsychiatric manifestations are diverse including seizures, psychosis, delirium as well 
as migraine, neuropathy, myelitis and stroke. The pathogenesis is multifactorial and differs in-
between the manifestations which are often difficult to diagnose (1, 3). Fatigue is very common 
and a large proportion of cases with SLE consider it to be one of the most disabling disease 
symptoms (69). 

Some patients have other concomitant autoimmune diseases such as Sjögren’s syndrome (70, 
71) or APS. Cases with SLE are also at risk of comorbidities such as depression (72). 

Clinical differences are seen between male and female lupus, with men being more likely to 
accrue organ damage, including more renal, serological and haematological involvement 
whereas skin and joint manifestations are more common in women (73-75).  

Important clinical challenges include the prediction of disease flares and the identification of 
individuals that are at risk for evolving severe disease. The development of irreversible organ 
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damage (as defined by the SLICC/ACR damage index) is strongly associated with the clinical 
outcome (i.e. prognosis, renal failure and mortality) (76-79). Long-term inflammation, 
comorbidities and drug-related side-effects may eventually result in damage accrual. Other 
factors that associates with organ damage is male gender, disease duration, hypertension, 
recurrent flares and aPL as well as having APS (80, 81). When it comes to treatment, high 
accumulated doses of corticosteroids and the usage of cyclophosphamide (CYC) have been 
shown to be associated with accrual of organ damage whereas the usage of antimalarials seem 
to be protective (80-86). Thus, it is of outmost importance to as early as possible identify 
patients at risk of a severe disease course with organ damage.  

The 5-year survival rate of SLE has improved from approximately 50% since the 1950s to 
almost 95% in the 2000s (63, 87). Increased awareness of the importance of an early diagnosis 
and knowledge of risk factors has contributed to the identification of milder cases and a more 
efficient clinical care and treatment (88). Although, age-related mortality remain significantly 
increased in cases with SLE compared to the general population and the survival rates have 
evened out since the mid-1990s regardless of improved knowledge of SLE pathogenesis and 
new, more targeted therapies (88-92). The main causes of death are disease activity with organ 
damage, thromboembolic events, infections and cardio-cerebrovascular disease (64, 90, 93, 
94). A recent meta-analysis concluded that malignancies are overrepresented in patients with 
SLE, for most types including haematological, lung, kidney and cervical cancer (95, 96). Early 
cardiovascular disease is frequently observed in cases with SLE, particularly in women with 
high relative risks even before menopause (64, 97). Both traditional risk factors (e.g. 
hyperlipidaemia, hypertension and smoking) and specific SLE related risk factors such as 
disease activity and duration contributes to the elevated risk of atherosclerotic cardiovascular 
disease in SLE (97). 

Most studies show a higher burden of the spectrum of autoantibodies, renal disease and worse 
outcome for SLE cases of non-Caucasian origin, even when taking into account socioeconomic 
factors (75, 80, 85, 98). 

 

ASSESSMENT OF DISEASE ACTIVITY  

As in many autoimmune disorders, SLE patients have periods of exacerbation (flares) followed 
by periods with no or few symptoms (remission). It is of utmost importance to be able to 
estimate disease activity in order to give optimal clinical care. Several methods to evaluate 
disease activity have been developed over the years, e.g. the European Consensus Lupus 
Activity measurement (ECLAM), the British Isles Lupus Assessment Group (BILAG) index, 
the SLE disease activity index (SLEDAI) and the Lupus Activity Index (LAI). SLEDAI covers 
24 different conditions and gives a weighted score between 0-105 (99). Many clinicians prefer 
SLEDAI as it is considered easy to use. mSLEDAI is a modified version where some laboratory 
items (i.e. complement and anti-dsDNA) have been excluded. 

SLEDAI 2000 (SLEDAI-2K) or mSLEDAI was used throughout this thesis to evaluate disease 
activity (Table 4). An evaluation by the physician of both clinical and laboratory parameters as 
being present or not in the patient for the last 10 days is made. The manifestations are weighted 
according to their severity and summed to a final score. Zero means “no activity/remission”, 
1-5 reflect “mild activity”, 6-10 represents “moderate activity and above 11 means “high 
activity”. Furthermore, a raise in the SLEDAI-2K of 4 or more is usually regarded as a flare 
(100). Disease activity refers to the manifestations of the underlying inflammatory process and 
except SLEDAI, a combination of physical examination, clinical history, laboratory and 
serologic markers as well as organ-specific tests are used to assess disease activity and severity 
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in clinical practice. The physical examination should be extensive and include examination of 
the skin, lymph nodes, as well as respiratory, cardiovascular, abdominal, musculoskeletal, and 
neurologic systems as almost all organs can be affected. Moreover, manifestations attributable 
to active SLE must be distinguished from chronic damage, drug side-effects, and other 
conditions such as infection. As an example, albuminuria and a diminished glomerular 
filtration rate may be a result of either active inflammation or damaged glomeruli, respectively. 
Differentiating between the two causes has significant therapeutic implications, since 
immunosuppressive therapy should not be used if the damage is already established. Complete 
blood count with cytopenia may reflect active disease but can also be due to drug side-effects. 
An increased erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) or C-reactive protein (CRP) concentration 
can be associated with disease activity although an elevated CRP in SLE is more often a sign 
of infection (101-104). Serum creatinine and estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) as 
well as urinary sediment with proteinuria, haematuria or cellular casts may reflect lupus 
nephritis and a urine protein-to-creatinine ratio can quantify the proteinuria and help to assess 
the severity of glomerular disease. Although a renal biopsy is required to further evaluate and 
treat the lupus nephritis. One of the most useful laboratory tests to predict an SLE flare, 
especially lupus nephritis, are the onset of an increased serum titre of anti-dsDNA antibodies 
and a reduction in complement levels e.g. C3 and C4 (105-107). Unfortunately, these 
serological markers are not applicable for all patients (108).  

Myalgia and myositis can occur in SLE and serum levels of creatine kinase (CK) are normally 
elevated in these cases. Furthermore, myopathy can be a result of the use of corticosteroids or 
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), where CK is normal (109). 

https://www.uptodate.com/contents/hydroxychloroquine-drug-information?search=sle+treatment&topicRef=4675&source=see_link
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Table 4. SLEDAI-2K descriptors and scores. 

SLEDAI-

2K score 

Descriptor Definition 

8 Seizure Recent onset, exclude metabolic, infectious or drug causes. 

8 Psychosis Altered ability to function in normal activity due to severe 

disturbance in the perception of reality. 

8 Organic brain syndrome Altered mental function with impaired orientation, memory or 

other intellectual function. 

8 Visual disturbance Retinal changes. 

8 Cranial nerve disorder New onset of sensory or motor neuropathy involving cranial 

nerves. 

8 Lupus headache Severe, persistent headache which may be migrainous, but 

must be nonresponsive to narcotic analgesia. 

8 Cerebrovascular accident New onset of cerebrovascular accident(s). Exclude 

arteriosclerosis. 

8 Vasculitis Ulceration, gangrene, tender finger nodules, periungual 

infarction, splinter haemorrhages, or biopsy or angiogram 

proof of vasculitis. 

4 Arthritis ≥2 joints with pain and signs of inflammation (i.e. tenderness, 

swelling or effusion). 

4 Myositis Proximal muscle aching/weakness, associated with elevated 

creatine phosphokinase/aldolase or electromyogram changes 

or biopsy showing myositis. 

4 Urinary casts Heme granular or red blood cell casts. 

4 Haematuria >5 red blood cells/high power field. Exclude stone, infection 

or other cause. 

4 Proteinuria >0.5 gram/24 hours. 

4 Pyuria >5 white blood cells/high power field. Exclude infection. 

2 Rash Inflammatory type rash. 

2 Alopecia Abnormal, patchy or diffuse loss of hair. 

2 Mucosal ulcers Oral or nasal ulcerations. 

2 Pleurisy Pleuritic chest pain with pleural rub or effusion, or pleural 

thickening. 

2 Pericarditis Pericardial pain with at least 1 of the following: rub, effusion, 

or electrocardiogram or echocardiogram confirmation. 

2 Low complement Decrease in CH50, C3 or C4. 

2 Increased DNA binding Increased DNA binding by Farr assay. 

1 Fever  >38°C. Exclude infectious cause. 

1 Thrombocytopenia <100 000 platelets / x109/L, exclude drug causes. 

1 Leukopenia <3000 white blood cells / x109/L, exclude drug causes. 

C3 = Complement protein 3, C4 = Complement protein 4, CH50 = 50% haemolytic complement activity, DNA = 

deoxyribonuclease, SLEDAI-2K = SLE disease activity index 2000  

Summarized from Gladman DD, Ibanez D, Urowitz MB. Systemic lupus erythematosus disease activity index 

2000. J Rheumatol. 2002;29:288-91 (99). 
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ASSESSMENT OF ORGAN DAMAGE 

To measure accumulation of organ damage the SLICC/ACR Damage Index (SDI) is often used 
(Table 5). Contrary to SLEDAI measuring active inflammation, SDI reflects non-reversible 
organ damage and to help to differentiate this, the manifestation must have been present at least 
6 months. Twelve different organ systems are included, and the score ranges from zero to a 
maximum score of 45 (76). Some of the items reflect damage attributed to the disease whereas 
others have emerged due to side-effects of SLE treatment or comorbidity. SDI is a good 
predictor of further accrual of damage as well as of mortality (78). 

 

Table 5. SLICC/ACR Damage Index (SDI). 

Non-reversible change present for at least 6 months 
Organ system Example of damage Maximum score 

Ocular Cataract 2 

Neuropsychiatric Cerebrovascular accident 6 

Renal Glomerular filtration rate <50% 3 

Pulmonary Pulmonary hypertension 5 

Cardiovascular Myocardial infarction 6 

Peripheral vascular Venous thrombosis 5 

Gastrointestinal Infarction or resection of bowel 

below duodenum, spleen, liver or 

gall bladder 

6 

Musculoskeletal Osteoporosis with fracture 6 

Skin Scarring chronic alopecia 2 

Premature gonadal failure  1 

Diabetes mellitus  1 

Malignancy  2 

Summarized from Gladman D, Ginzler E, Goldsmith C, Fortin P, Liang M, Urowitz M, et al. The development 

and initial validation of the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics/American College of 

Rheumatology damage index for systemic lupus erythematosus. Arthritis Rheum. 1996;39:363-9 (76). 

 

THERAPY 

Due to the variable disease course, patients may present with a wide spectrum of symptoms 
and laboratory findings, and the prognosis depend on disease severity as well as type of organ 
involvement. The goals of current guidelines are to suppress the disease activity as much as 
possible, prevent organ damage, to minimize drug toxicity and to ensure long-term survival 
and improve quality of life (110). Antimalarial treatment such as HCQ or chloroquine can 
decrease musculoskeletal and mucocutaneous manifestations and meta-analysis point out its 
ability to reduce flares, thrombotic events, organ damage accrual as well as mortality (84, 
111). Cessation of antimalarials before or during pregnancy has been associated with a raised 
SLE activity, whereas continuation increases the possibility of a successful pregnancy. Anti-
Ro/SSA-positive pregnant SLE patients who receive antimalarials have lower risk of giving 
birth to a child with neonatal lupus-associated heart block (112, 113). Disease modifying 
drugs (DMARDS) such as methotrexate, mycophenolate mofetil (MMF) and azathioprine are 
used as maintenance therapies (110, 114, 115). 
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Glucocorticoids are often used to treat exacerbations and quickly reduce inflammation. 
However, a significant proportion of organ damage accrual could be attributed to long term 
use of corticosteroids, and the lowest possible dose for long time use should be aimed for. 

Severe flares with e.g. neurologic or renal manifestations demands treatment with CYC, 
MMF or, more recently discovered bortezomib or rituximab in refractory cases (116-120). 
Belimumab, a humanized monoclonal antibody against B-lymphocyte stimulator 
(BAFF/BLyS), is a relatively new option for treatment in therapy resistant cases with 
musculoskeletal, mucocutaneous or joint involvement (121, 122). Janus kinase-inhibitors,  
and cytokine-targeted therapies are also promising future therapies where trials are ongoing 
(120). Recently, anifrolumab, a human monoclonal antibody against type I IFNAR subunit-1 
reached its end points in a phase-3 randomized controlled trial, with a higher proportion of 
response among patients with a high IFN gene signature (123). As the immunopathological 
mechanisms of different organ manifestations becomes clearer, a more precision medicine 
approach will be possible aiming to treat as efficient as possible without causing side-effects 
(124).  

Several non-pharmacological measures and other medical interventions are of importance in 
management of SLE. Patients should be counselled to stop smoking as smoking has been 
associated with a more active disease, give accelerated atherosclerosis, chronic damage and 
have been suggested to diminish the efficacy of HCQ (125, 126).  

A review concluded that dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEAS) had some impact on health related 
quality of life in the short term but not on disease activity whereas other studies has not seen 
any efficacy in treatment of fatigue (127-129). There is some support for exercise as a way to 
diminish fatigue in patients with SLE and occupational therapy can give relief in joint 
manifestations (130). Sun protection is of great importance as UV-light may induce or 
exacerbate manifestations of SLE. When possible, patients should receive appropriate 
vaccinations e.g. against influenza, pneumococcus and human papilloma virus before 
initializing immunosuppressive treatment. Many SLE patients have low serum levels of 25-
hydroxyvitamin D, because of avoidance of sun exposure, and a deficiency should be 
supplemented with vitamin D (131). 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF ANA & FINE 

SPECIFICITIES 

Already in 1957 Holman and Kunkel identified autoantibodies directed against nuclear 
constitutes, previously known as LE cells, by use of immunofluorescence (IF) microscopy (9). 
Hereafter, Friou’s recognition of the “antinuclear factor” by indirect IF-microscopy formed the 
base of modern ANA diagnostics (10). Depending on which nuclear antigens that were targeted 
by the autoantibody, different staining patterns appeared (10). These autoantibodies can 
facilitate to establish the right diagnosis in several autoimmune diseases and some of the 
autoantibodies can provide guidance in the follow-up of treatment. Over the past 50 years, 
other techniques have been introduced, such as double immunodiffusion to detect antibodies 
to saline-soluble antinuclear antigens, ELISA to detect chromatin and histone antibodies, and 
immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting for detection of multiple antibodies against naturally 
occurring proteins (132). Advances in molecular and cellular biology have made these 
techniques possible, and sera from index patients (the first identified patient with a particular 
condition) have been of great importance to identify novel intracellular macromolecules (132). 
Antibodies, which target histone protein subunits or histone complexes in the nucleus, are not 
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only found in SLE, but in other autoimmune diseases as well as in DIL (132, 133). A new 
autoantibody, anti-Smith (Sm), characterized on the basis of a speckled pattern on IF and a 
distinct immunoprecipitation reaction in double immunodiffusion was reported in 1966 and 
was named after the serum used in these studies from Stephanie Smith, an artist who developed 
SLE (132, 134). This antibody is included in classification criteria, has been proven to be a 
highly specific marker (99%) in SLE and is associated with lupus nephritis (51, 135). The 
prevalence of anti-Sm is reported to range between 5-30%, with higher frequencies within 
Afro-American populations (136-138). The Sm and U1 RNP autoantigens co-localize in 
distinct cellular structures known as small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) and anti-Sm 
often coexists with anti-U1RNP (132). Anti-U1RNP is associated with Raynaud’s 
phenomenon, myositis and is pathognomonic for mixed connective tissue disease (136).  

Autoantibodies against DNA were first described in the 1950s and nowadays there are many 
methods to detect and quantify anti-dsDNA antibodies e.g. the Crithidia luciliae IF test 
(CLIFT), immunoprecipitation, ELISA, line-blot and bead-based multiplex assay (ALBIA) 
(10, 137, 139). Anti-dsDNA is strongly associated with lupus nephritis and disease activity 
(140).  

Furthermore, antibodies to ribosomal P proteins were discovered in 1979 and produce a finely 
speckled cytoplasmic staining pattern on HEp-2 cells (141). Anti-ribosomal P protein has a 
high specificity for SLE and has been associated with CNS symptoms, lupus nephritis and 
hepatitis, although controversy exists (142). 

Serum containing autoantibodies directed against Ro/SSA and La/SSB antigens were 
detected in 1975 (143) and are mainly associated with Sjögren’s syndrome and in SLE with 
sicca symptoms and skin manifestations (144, 145).  

 

ANA PATTERNS 

The ANA pattern refers to the distribution of fluorescence staining pattern(s) generated by 
autoantibodies binding to antigens in the HEp-2 cell nucleus and/or cytoplasm. The major 
advantages using the HEp-2 cell substrate to detect ANA is the large number of autoantibodies 
that can be detected as well as their large nucleus and high rate of cell division. The cut-off is 
strongly dependent on the equipment and antigen source used by each laboratory, including 
factors specific to HEp-2 slide producers and lot-to-lot variations, microscope settings, 
fluorochrome conjugated secondary antibody reagents, serum dilutions among other variables. 
Although there are clear international recommendations for IF-ANA cut-off level, these 
recommendations are not always complied with (146). 

As the assessment of IF-ANA is based on the subjective judgement at ocular inspection under 
the microscope and as equipment and procedures differ amidst laboratories, titres cannot be 
compared directly in between laboratories. 

In 2014 an international workshop reached a consensus on the nomenclature of ANA staining 
patterns, AC1-28 (147). HEp-2 cell patterns can be divided into nuclear, cytoplasmic and 
mitotic pattern. Some of the patterns constitutes a basic level that all laboratories should be 
able to report while others are not to report as they are considered to be on an expert-level 
(147). Herein the focus is on the nuclear patterns which are grouped into 7 major pattern groups 
and 13 minor subgroups. The major staining patterns of clinical relevance in this thesis, 
according to the International Consensus of ANA Patterns (ICAP) nomenclature are 
homogeneous (AC-1), dense-fine speckled (AC-2), fine speckled (AC-4) or coarse speckled 
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(AC-5), nucleolar (AC-8), centromere (AC-3) and multiple nuclear dots (AC-6) (Table 6) 
(147). 

 

Table 6. Nuclear patterns and association with specific antigens and diseases 

Staining pattern Antigen 

association 

Disease association 

Homogeneous (AC-1) dsDNA, nucleosomes, 

histones 

SLE, drug-induced lupus, Juvenile 

idiopathic arthritis 

 

Dense fine speckled (AC-2) DFS70/LEDGF None. (Rare in SLE, SjS, SSc) 

 

Fine speckled (AC-4) Ro /SS-A (Ro60), 

La/SS-B, Ku 

SjS, SLE, DM, SSc/PM overlap 

 

Coarse speckled (AC-5) U1RNP, Sm, RNA 

polymerase III 

MCTD, SLE, SSc 

Centromere (AC-3) CENP-A/B (C) Limited cutaneous SSc, PBC 

Multiple nuclear dots (AC-6) Sp100, PML proteins PBC, SARD, PM/DM 

 

Nucleolar homogeneous (AC-8) PM/Scl-75, PM/Scl-

100 

SSc, SSc/PM overlap 

Summarized from Chan EK, Damoiseaux J, Carballo OG, Conrad K, de Melo Cruvinel W, Francescantonio 

PL, et al. Report of the First International Consensus on Standardized Nomenclature of Antinuclear Antibody 

HEp-2 Cell Patterns 2014-2015. Front Immunol. 2015;6:412 (147). 

SjS, Sjögrens syndrome; SSc, systemic scleroderma; PM, polymyositis; PBC, primary biliary cholangitis; 

SARD, systemic autoimmune rheumatic disease; DM, dermatomyositis; MCTD, mixed connective tissue 

disease. 
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The homogeneous ANA pattern refers to homogeneous, regular fluorescence across all 
nucleoplasm in resting cells; Figure 6. The nucleoli may be stained or not depending on the 
cell substrate. There is also intensely staining of the chromosome region in mitotic cells. The 
targets of antibodies are e.g. dsDNA, nucleosomes and histones. A homogeneous pattern is 
often seen in SLE, juvenile idiopathic arthritis, chronic autoimmune hepatitis but can also be 
found among healthy individuals. 

 

 

Figure 6: Homogeneous ANA, AC-1 from homepage of International consensus of ANA patterns, 

www.ANApatterns.org (147) 

 

Speckled pattern is distributed across the interphase nucleus with typical heterogeneity in the 
brightness, size and dispersion of the speckles; Figure 7-9. Some denser and looser areas of 
speckles can be seen throughout the interphase nucleus.  

There are three types of nuclear speckled patterns, described as fine dense, fine and coarse 
pattern; Figure 7-9. In the dense fine speckled pattern, the speckles are distributed throughout 
the nucleus of interphase cells, excluding nucleoli; Figure 7. This pattern differs from the fine 
and coarse speckled patterns in that the speckles associate with chromosomes in dividing cells. 
This pattern can be difficult to distinguish, is not associated with autoimmune disease and 
classified as only for “competent-level reporting” by ICAP(147). 
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Figure 7: Fine dense speckled ANA, AC-2 from homepage of International consensus of ANA patterns, 

www.ANApatterns.org (147) 

The fine speckled staining refers to fine tiny speckles throughout the nucleus. The nucleoli may 
be stained or not; Figure 8. In the dividing cells, the chromatin mass is not stained, e.g. anti-
Ro/SSA, anti-La/SSB. 

 

Figure 8: Fine speckled ANA, AC-4 from homepage of International consensus of ANA patterns, 

www.ANApatterns.org (147) 
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For the coarse speckled pattern, the coarse speckles vary in size but are generally larger than 
the speckles seen in the fine speckled pattern and are seen across all nucleoplasm; Figure 9. 
Dividing cells have the chromatin mass not stained and the antigens targeted are e.g. Sm, 
U1RNP and there is no staining of nucleoli or dividing chromosomes. 

 

 

Figure 9: Coarse speckled ANA, AC-5 from homepage of International consensus of ANA patterns, 

www.ANApatterns.org (147) 
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The centromere staining pattern is characterized by the presence of 40-80 discrete, large 
speckles present in the nucleus of resting cells; Figure 10. The speckles are larger and fewer in 
number than those seen in the fine and coarse speckled patterns. The speckles align with the 
chromosome region in dividing cells. Antigens which are associated are CENP-A/B and the 
centromere pattern is associated mainly with limited cutaneous systemic scleroderma and 
primary biliary cholangitis (147). 

 

 

Figure 10: Centromere ANA, AC-3 from homepage of International consensus of ANA patterns, 

www.ANApatterns.org (147) 

 

OSTEOPONTIN & OTHER BIOMARKERS 

Osteopontin (OPN) is an extracellular matrix protein as well as a soluble cytokine, also known 
as e.g. bone sialoprotein I (BSP-1) or early T-lymphocyte activation (ETA-1), and is involved 
in bone remodelling and has also immune modulating properties (148). OPN is produced by 
many different cells including macrophages, fibroblasts, neurons, B and T cells, DCs, 
neutrophils and bone cells. Furthermore OPN is upregulated in response to inflammation and 
injury (148). OPN induces cell adhesion and migration, regulates the differentiation of 
proinflammatory lymphocytes, and inhibits the apoptosis of inflammatory cells. In 
macrophages OPN acts by upregulating interleukin-12 production and mediates T helper 1 
development. Moreover, OPN affects T helper cells, increasing the production of IL-17 and 
obstructing secretion of IL-10 giving raise to Th17 polarization. OPN can play a regulating role 
in arterial mineral deposition and in atherosclerotic lesions and in pDCs, it increases IFN-α 
expression (149). OPN is increased in SLE and is likely to play a critical role in SLE probably 
because of insufficient removal of cellular debris. Overexpression of OPN in lupus susceptible 
mice activates B cells and give rise to a subsequent production of anti-dsDNA antibodies (150, 
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151) and intracellular production of OPN in pDCs is necessary for TLR9-dependent expression 
of IFN-α (152). The anti-dsDNA antibodies can produce immune complexes that may deposit 
in tissue and generate inflammation in situ. Moreover, OPN can induce migration, activation 
and cytokine production by macrophages (153, 154).  
In SLE patients, raised levels of OPN have been shown in comparison with healthy controls 
(155). Moreover, OPN has been found to reflect disease activity (156, 157) and has been 
proposed to precede organ damage in SLE (158) although a large study with patients from the 
SLICC inception cohort did not find OPN to be a good predictor of organ damage over time 
(157) .  

Another potential biomarker is soluble urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (suPAR), 
which is a part of the plasminogen activation system and may be engaged in inflammation, 
cancer metastasis, infections and tissue remodelling (159, 160). suPAR have been shown to 
associate and be a predictor of organ damage in newly diagnosed cases with SLE (160, 161). 

CRP is normally an established biomarker of systemic inflammation, with exceptions for viral 
infections and SLE activity, likely due to IFN-α dependent suppression of CRP production by 
hepatocytes (162, 163). 

Apoptosis stimulation fragment (Fas/CD95), mFAS as well as soluble Fas have in small cross-
sectional studies shown an association to damage accrual (164, 165). 
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AIM 

 

The general aim of this thesis was to increase the knowledge of immunoglobulin G (IgG) 
antinuclear antibodies by immunofluorescence microscopy (IF-ANA), as well as of 
antiphospholipid antibodies of several isotypes and other potential biomarkers, in relation to 
clinical features and disease outcomes in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). 

 

Specific Aims 

 

 To address the clinical relevance of IF-ANA staining patterns in relation to disease 
manifestations in well-characterized SLE patients (Paper I). 
 
 

 To elucidate IgG-/IgA-/IgM-anti-cardiolipin and anti-β2-glycoprotein-I occurrence in 
relation to disease phenotype, smoking habits, pharmacotherapy, antiphospholipid 
antibody syndrome and damage accrual in SLE patients (Paper II). 
 

 
 To evaluate OPN as a potential marker of disease activity, disease phenotypes and 

acquired organ damage in SLE (Paper III). 
 

 
 To characterize accumulated organ damage and causes of death in two regional 

Swedish cohorts and examine associations between damage assessed by the 
SLICC/ACR damage index and demographic and disease variables, including 
serologies and medication (Paper IV) 
 
 

 To study seroconversion of ANA over time in Swedish patients with SLE (Paper V). 
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PATIENTS & METHODS 
 

KLURING 

KLURING is a regional SLE register and a biobank which was initiated by Christopher Sjöwall 
in 2008 at the University hospital in Linköping, Sweden. KLURING is a Swedish acronym for 
‘Kliniskt LupusRegister I Nordöstra Götaland’. Inclusion criteria was a “clinical” diagnosis of 
SLE, age ≥18 years and either fulfilment of at least 4 of the ACR-82 classification criteria 
(Table 1) and/or the Fries’ diagnostic principle, meaning a positive ANA test combined with 
characteristic symptoms from at least two organ systems. Both incident and prevalent cases 
were enrolled after informed consent. In the beginning of 2020, the cohort contained data from 
more than 300 individual patients. 

Blood samples were collected and saved in the biobank for future research at inclusion and at 
each visit at the rheumatology clinic hereafter. Clinical routine analyses (e.g. CRP, ESR, 
leukocyte variables, creatinine, ALAT, complement and urine) were collected and assessment 
of disease activity, organ damage accrual and medical therapies were registered in a database 
at every visit. Furthermore, patient-reported outcome measures comprising longitudinal data 
on pain, fatigue and quality of life were noted.  

Serum was processed and stored at -70°C, thereafter, thawed and divided into aliquots. IF-
ANA, ANA fine specificities and anti-phospholipid autoantibodies were analysed from 
aliquots that had been freeze-thawed 2-3 times. Patients with suspected nephritis have in 
clinical routine been subject to a renal biopsy conducted by percutaneous ultrasonography-
guided puncture in agreement with routine guidelines. The acquired renal material was 
classified according to the WHO classification criteria for lupus nephritis (Table 3) (66). Figure 
11 display the age and sex distribution at disease onset in the KLURING cohort, showing the 
disease onset to be most frequent in women in fertile age.  

 

 

Figure 11: Percentages of cases with SLE by decade of age and sex at disease onset. Figure from Frodlund M, et 

al. BMJ Open 2013; 3(10):e003608 (166).  
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PATIENTS & CONTROLS 

All patients in the five studies (Paper I-V) fulfilled classification criteria for SLE and/or the 
Fries’ diagnostic principle. In the first study with 222 patients from the KLURING cohort all 
fulfilled either ACR-82 and/or the Fries’ diagnostic principle. In the second study, 231 cases 
from Linköping (KLURING) and 295 from Karolinska University hospital, Stockholm, (167) 
were included, all of them fulfilling the ACR-97 classification criteria. In this study 100 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA), 50 patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS) 
and 507 control sera served as controls. Out of the 507 control sera, 212 were healthy blood 
donors and 295 were controls from the general population. Participants included in Paper III-
V all fulfilled ACR-82 and/or the SLICC-12 classification criteria. In Paper III and V, 240 
respective 54 patients from Linköping (KLURING) were enrolled. Paper IV consisted of 543 
patients, whereof 296 were from Linköping (KLURING) and 247 from Uppsala University 
hospital (168). In Paper II and IV collaborations with other University hospitals were 
performed to increase statistical power.  

 

 

METHODS 

In Paper I data from medical records has been revised retrospectively, wherein ANA was 
detected by indirect IF-microscopy with HEp-2 cell as antigen substrate. ANA fine specificities 
were explored regarding anti-Ro/SSA, anti-La/SSB, anti-Sm, anti-snRNP, anti-dsDNA, anti-
Scl-70 and anti-Jo1 by immunodiffusion and/or line-blot technique and anti-dsDNA sometimes 
by CLIFT.  

In Paper II IgG, IgA and IgM aCL and anti-β2-GPI were analysed in the accredited 
immunology laboratories at Linköping, Uppsala and Karolinska University hospitals using 
fluoroenzyme-immunoassays (FEIA). Regarding LA in Linköping it was determined by the 
dilute Russell’s viper venom time (dRVVT) and at Karolinska by a modified dRVVT using 
bioclot LA. 

An enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit was used to investigate OPN levels and 
for IgG/IgM aCL and anti-β2-GPI a FEIA was used in Paper III. 

In Paper IV, data from medical records has been revised retrospectively, in which 
immunodiffusion, line-blot technique and/or addressable laser bead immuno assay (ALBIA) 
were used to analyse ANA fine specificities and/or CLIFT for anti-dsDNA. 

In Paper V ANA was explored by indirect IF microscopy, with fixed HEp-2 cells as antigen 
substrate and a fluorescein-isothiocyanate conjugated γ-chain-specific anti-human IgG as 
detection antibody. The cut-off level was set at a titre of 800, which corresponded to the 95th 
percentile among 752 healthy blood donors (50% men, 50% women). The positive IF-ANA 
samples were titred in 2-fold dilution steps up to 1:12800. The staining patterns were 
categorized according to ICAP (147). A representative proportion of the samples were re-
analysed at the Clinical Immunology laboratory in Uppsala with a concordance of >96%. 
Regarding ANA fine specificities (autoantibodies to dsDNA, Ro52/SSA, Ro60/SSA, La/SSB, 
Sm, Sm/RNP, U1RNP, ribosomal P protein and histone) an ALBIA at Clinical Immunology 
laboratory in Linköping was used. To avoid inter-assay variation all IF-ANA and sub 
specificities were analysed at the same time-point and by the same two experienced individuals.  
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IMMUNOFLUOROSCENSE MICROSCOPY FOR ANA (IF-

ANA) & ANTI-dsDNA 

An “abnormal serum titre” of ANA, assessed by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy 
utilizing fixed HEp-2 cells as source of nuclear antigens and γ-chain specific secondary 
antibodies to pinpoint IgG-class IF-ANA, is one of the 11 classification criteria for SLE 
according to the ACR-82 (51), and remains a classification criterion in SLICC-12 although the 
method is not specified. In the new, 2019 SLE classification criteria from EULAR and ACR, 
the occurrence of IF-ANA has a capital role and serves as an entry criterion with a specified 
titre of ≥1:80 (54). In Paper I-V, IF-ANA was used for visualization of ANA as well as for 
ANA staining pattern. Different IF-ANA cell staining patterns arise depending on which 
nuclear antigens are being targeted by the autoantibodies; Figure 12.  
 
 

Figure 12: Principles and staining patterns of indirect immunofluorescence antinuclear antibodies (IF-ANA) 

employed in Paper I-V. HEp-2 cells are incubated with serum from the patient. If the serum contains antinuclear 

antibodies, they will bind to the nuclear antigens. A second antibody coupled with a fluorescent marker is added 

and the different ANA can hereby be visualized regarding immuno-morphological staining patterns (e.g. 

homogeneous, centromere, speckled, nucleolar and mixed forms) in the microscope depending on the ANA fine 

specificities. The concentration of ANA can be measured by stepwise dilution e.g. titration. Figure reprinted with 

permission from Lina Wirestam (17). 
 

The recognition of specific ANA patterns is based on a subjective evaluation. Different serum 
dilutions can give raise to varying nuclear patterns and one nuclear pattern may conceal and 
hinder the recognition of another pattern if several antibodies are present at the same time. 
Autoantibodies against e.g. dsDNA, DNA-histone and histones complexes typically generate 
a homogeneous nuclear staining pattern in non-mitotic cells and staining of the precipitated 
chromatin-associated antigens in dividing cells. Contrary, IF-ANA with specificity for 
extrachromosomal antigens, such as anti-Sm and anti-RNP, can be identified as a speckled 
nuclear pattern in non-mitotic cells, and scattered extra-chromosomal staining of mitotic cells. 
Other antigens give rise to other staining patterns (e.g. centromere, nucleolar, nuclear dots and 
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nuclear membrane). In Swedish SLE cases, the “homogeneous/ chromosomal” staining pattern 
(H-ANA) is most common followed by the “speckled/extrachromosomal” (S-ANA), combined 
“homogeneous and speckled” (HS-ANA), “nucleolar” (N-ANA), and “centromere” (C-ANA) 
staining pattern (166, 169). In Paper V, IF-ANA were analysed and categorized with regard to 
staining patterns in accordance with the ICAP nomenclature (170). 
 

Crithidia luciliae is a flagellate parasite, distinguished by the occurrence of the kinetoplast, a 
network of interlinked circular DNA in a large mitochondrion; Figure 13. The dsDNA in the 
kinetoplast is used as a source of antigen by indirect IF microscopy to detect anti-dsDNA 
antibodies which have a high diagnostic specificity for SLE(171).  
 

 

Figure 13: Crithidia luciliae immunofluorescence test (CLIFT) is used to detect anti-dsDNA antibodies in Paper 

I and IV. 
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IMMUNOASSAYS  

In the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) antigens are bound to a surface. When 
patient serum is added, the antibodies bind to the antigens, if present. After adding a secondary 
antibody attached to an enzyme, a substance with the enzyme's substrate is added. The 
subsequent reaction gives a detectable signal, in most cases a colour change (172); see Figure 
14.  
  

Figure 14: An ELISA was used in Paper III to analyse osteopontin. 

 

Fluoroenzyme-immunoassays (FEIA), use the same principle as ELISA, beside the detection- 
antibody binding to the antigen and antibody complex, being linked to a fluorescent enzyme 
that can be detected (172). 
Addressable laser bead immuno assay (ALBIA) is a flow cytometry analysis, in which patient 
serum is applied to color-coded antigen-marked beads, whereas antibodies, if present, bind to 
the specific antigen. A secondary fluorescent antibody against the first antibody is added and 
can then be detected and quantified by a laser detection instrument (172); Figure 15. 
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Figure 15: An ALBIA was used in Paper IV-V to detect ANA fine specificities. 

 

Immunodiffusion (precipitation) is an old technique where the diffusion of antigen or antibody 
across a semisolid medium, generally agarose gel, with a following precipitin reaction are seen 
(172); see Figure 16. 
 
 

 

Figure 16: Immunodiffusion for detection of ANA fine specificities was used in Paper I and IV.  
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Line blot technique (immunoblot) is a common method to detect and analyse proteins. Firstly, 
the proteins are separated into bands by gel-electrophoresis. Hereafter the proteins are 
transferred, also known as blotted, to a membrane, and the protein bands targeted are identified 
with primary antibodies specific to the determined protein. The primary antibodies are then 
distinguished with secondary antibodies, which can be either fluorescence or enzymatic 
labelled (172); Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. Line blot strip for analysis of ANA fine specificities is used in Paper I and Paper IV. The strip is coated 

with parallel lines of 18 antigens. 

 

 

OSTEOPONTIN ASSAY  

The OPN ELISA that is being utilized in Paper III (from R&D Systems) is validated for both 
serum and plasma. In KLURING, merely serum samples were at hand and thus a correlation 
study was performed. Plasma and serum samples were simultaneously taken from 8 patients (6 
women, 2 men; mean age 34.5 years; range 24-46 years). A correlation between plasma and 
serum samples was seen (r=0.77, p=0.027), although, the levels of OPN had a tendency to be 
slightly lower in the serum samples; see Figure 18. This was in agreement with the validated 
data from the manufacturer. 
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Figure 18: Pearson correlation of serum and plasma osteopontin (OPN) collected at the same time point in 8 

individuals and detected by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). R= Pearson correlation coefficient. 

Figure by Lina Wirestam (17). 

 

ANA FINE SPECIFICITIES 

As a complement to IF-ANA, analyses of ANA fine specificities (i.e. characterization of the 
autoantibody specificity) are performed to receive further clinical information. This can be 
done by fluorescent-based multiplex analyses such as ALBIA, Western blot, ELISA, 
immunoprecipitation and other techniques. 

Anti-dsDNA antibodies are applied to diagnose and classify SLE, furthermore they indicate 
renal engagement and enhanced disease activity and thereby serve as a biomarker. However, 
anti-dsDNA levels are assumed to be lower, regardless of renal disease, in patients with 
inactive or well treated SLE (171, 173, 174). Crithidia luciliae as a source of antigen by indirect 
IF microscopy is used to detect ds-DNA with a specificity around 95% for SLE (171). To 
quantify anti-dsDNA, ALBIA can be used. 

In SLE autoantibodies against ribonucleoproteins, e.g. Ro/SSA, La/SSB, Sm and U1RNP can 
be found. Anti-Ro/SSA associates with skin involvement and sicca symptoms (175). 
Autoantibodies targeted at the Ro/SSA antigens may recognize two different proteins with 
molecular weights of 52 and 60 kD, thereby denoted as “Ro52” and ”Ro60”, yet Ro52 belongs 
to the tripartite motife proteins (TRIMS) and is also referred  to as TRIM21 (176). 
Anti-Ro/SSA and anti-La/SSB in pregnant women are associated with neonatal lupus, where 
congenital heart block is the most severe manifestation. Anti-Sm is included in classification 
criteria for SLE and have a high specificity for SLE, but is quite rare, especially in Caucasians 
(136). Anti-Sm antibodies bind to Sm proteins designated SmB, SmD1, SmD2, SmD3, SmE, 
SmF, and SmG that constitute a core of U1, U2, U4 and U5 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins 
(snRNPs) (136). Anti-Sm is often associated with anti-RNP, as they may share antigenic 
epitopes, which is prevalent in some SLE patients, and frequently seen in patients with 
Raynaud’s phenomenon (136). Anti-RNP antibodies react with one or more of three proteins 
(70-kD, A, and C) that are associated with U1 RNA and form U1snRNP (136). Autoantibodies 
against ribosomal P protein seem to be rather specific for SLE and have been proposed to be 
associated to hepatitis and nephritis, albeit the association with neuropsychiatric SLE 
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symptoms are more disputed (142). In 2013, Arbuckle et al. showed the presence of 
autoantibodies preceding clinical symptoms of SLE with an accumulation just before clinical 
onset (177).  
 

 

ANTI-PHOSPHOLIPID SYNDROME & RELATED 

ANTIBODIES 

Anti-phospholipid syndrome antibodies (aPL) form a heterogeneous group of antibodies 
targeting phospholipid-binding proteins and phospholipids, which have many important roles, 
for example in the coagulation system (178). The aPL require the presence of serum-derived 
cofactors for the binding to anionic phospholipids. These cofactors are phospholipid-associated 
or cell surface receptor-bound molecules such as β2-GPI and prothrombin (179). The aPL 
included in the APS classification criteria are lupus anticoagulant (LA), anti-cardiolipin (aCL) 
antibody (IgG or IgM) and anti-beta2-glycoprotein I (anti-β2-GPI) antibody (IgG or IgM) 
(180). APS is defined by venous or arterial thrombosis and/or pregnancy morbidity and 
persistence of ≥1 positive aPL test (180). APS is an autoimmune disorder which can occur as 
a primary condition as well as secondary to SLE or other systemic autoimmune diseases (181). 
Thrombocytopenia, livedo reticularis, cognitive impairment and valvular heart disease are 
examples of “extra-criterial symptoms” of APS (180). The presence of isotypes IgM and IgG 
detected by ‘standard method’ plus the functional LA test were included 23 years ago with the 
ACR-97 criteria. 15 years after that, in SLICC-12, also IgA antibodies against cardiolipin and 
β2-GPI were included, despite surprisingly limited scientific evidence (50, 53). IgA aPL is not 
yet included in classification criteria for primary APS and the clinical relevance seem to be 
greater for IgA anti-β2-GPI than for IgA aCL both in primary and secondary APS (180, 182-
184). Direct comparisons between studies are difficult due to differences in study cohorts e.g. 
different ethnicities and lack of diagnostic methodology standards including cut-off levels for 
positive results (185-188). IgA aPL are not used in clinical practice in Scandinavia, but the 
International Congress on aPL task force recommends testing of the IgA isotype in patients 
with clinically suspected APS, with negative tests for the IgG and IgM isotypes of aCL and 
anti-β2-GPI and a negative LA test (189). 30-40% of all SLE patients display increased levels 
of at least one aPL at some point during the disease course according to recent reviews (190, 
191). Regardless of this, only about half of them fulfil APS classification criteria (1, 190, 191). 
Antibodies directed against other proteins of the coagulation cascade such as prothrombin and 
phosphatidylserine-prothrombin complexes are examples of other aPL that are not included in 
APS classification criteria as they are not used routinely because of uncertainty about their 
clinical significance and lack of standardized testing (192). Some studies have shown that 1 of 
the five domains of β2-GPI, domain I, is particularly important in the pathogenesis of APS and 
antibodies against this specific domain, appear to be more strongly associated with thrombosis 
as well as to obstetric complications than antibodies against the whole β2-GPI molecule (179, 
193). Although, assays against β2-GPI domain I seem promising, further harmonization of the 
method and longitudinal, prospective studies are warranted to clarify the clinical utility of this 
test (194).  

There are at least 3 different scoring systems in APS, aiming to quantify the risk of APS 
manifestations and help the physicians to stratify patients according to risk. One of them, the 
global APS score (GAPSS) is not only considering the aPL profile, but also include the 
autoimmune antibody profile and the conventional cardiovascular risk factors. Yet, its 
application should be further evaluated in prospective studies with not solely primary APS 
patients (194). 
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Both APS as well as having antiphospholipid antibodies have been linked to accrual of organ 
damage in SLE (94, 195, 196). 

Presence of triple positivity (meaning at least one isotype of aCL, anti-β2-GPI and a positive 
LA test) or an isolated positive LA test have been associated with the highest risk of APS 
manifestations (195, 197). Regarding primary prevention for asymptomatic carriers of aPL 
there is still controversy whether pharmacological thromboprophylaxis should be given or not. 
An accurate assessment of risk of thrombosis is recommended, taking into account the aPL 
profile, co-occurring prothrombotic risk as well as other autoimmune risk factors (178). As 
aPL positive patients with SLE are at larger risk of thrombosis as well as of organ damage 
accrual current guidelines strongly recommend low-dose aspirin as well as HCQ (111). Patients 
with definite APS and a venous or an arterial thrombosis should be given oral anticoagulation 
therapy (e.g. warfarin, aiming to achieve PK-INR 2.0-3.0) (178). Antimalarials have been 
proven to give anti-thrombotic effects in APS with concomitant SLE due to platelet inhibition 
and reduction of anti-β2-GPI P1 complexes binding to the surfaces of phospholipids (178, 198, 
199). In women with persistent aPL and a history of miscarriages a combination of low 
molecular heparin and low-dose aspirin is recommended (178). 

A rare form of APS is catastrophic APS (CAPS) giving excessive thrombosis at multiple sites, 
often involving small vessels resulting in multi-organ failure. A combination of anticoagulation 
therapy, high doses of glucocorticoids, intravenous immunoglobulin or plasma exchange early 
during the disease course of CAPS can reduce morbidity and mortality (178). 

 

STATISTICS 

Descriptive statistics were used for characterization of study cohorts. Such data is presented by 
means and standard deviations, medians and ranges or as counts and percentages. Differences 
in categorical data were analysed using the Chi-square (χ2) test of independence, alternatively 
Fisher’s exact test in cases with small expected frequencies (when more than 20% of expected 
frequencies are < 5). 

Independent samples t-tests were used when comparing approximately normally distributed 
continuous variables between groups. For comparisons of continuous variables where normal 
distributions could not be assumed the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U-test (two groups) or 
Kruskal–Wallis test (more than two groups) were performed. 

Comparisons of means between groups were performed using independent samples t-tests (two 
groups) or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; three or more groups) with Tukey’s as post 
hoc test, or Mann-Whitney U test (two groups) or Kruskal-Wallis test (three or more groups) 
when the assumptions of normal distribution were not met. 

Associations between variables were examined using Pearson correlation or Spearman’s rank 
correlation when assumptions of normality were not hold. 

Poisson regression was used to estimate odds ratios for organ damage comparing different 
exposure groups and to control for confounding effects of different variables. 

Two tailed P-values < 0.05 were considered significant. The statistical analyses were 
performed with SPSS Statistics version 23.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) or GraphPad Prism, 
version 6.07 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). 

No power calculations were performed since the cohort-sizes were a limiting factor.  
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In Paper I clinical and laboratory parameters as well as autoantibodies for each of the most 
observed groups of IF-ANA staining pattern were described by their frequencies. Regarding 
differences in the distribution of staining patterns and features, χ2 test or Fisher’s exact test 
with Cramer’s V as measure of effect size were used.  

In Paper II, χ2 or Fisher’s exact test (when more than 20% of expected frequencies were < 5), 
were performed analysing associations between aPL antibody positivity and SLE phenotypes, 
pharmacotherapy, APS-related events and organ damage. The Mann–Whitney U-test was used 
for comparisons of aPL levels between groups and to establish potential differences in aPL 
levels within SLE cases and blood donors. Correlation analyses between aPL levels and age in 
disease controls, healthy blood donors and SLE cases were determined using Spearman’s rho. 
To examine the empirical relationship between organ damage and each of the aPL isotypes 
including LA positivity, disease duration, smoking habits, age, hypertension, lupus nephritis, 
ongoing treatments and a prednisolone dose of ≥ 7.5 mg/day an univariate model of Poisson 
regression was computed. Furthermore, all significant variables from the univariate model were 
combined and the non-significant (P ≥ 0.05) variables were stepwise eliminated until a multiple 
model with solely significant variables remained (a model with the highest pseudo-R2 with 
only significant predictors).  

Independent samples t-test was applied to examine differences in OPN levels between cases 
with SLE and controls in Paper III. Correlation analyses between OPN and disease activity 
variables were accomplished using Spearman rank correlation and significant associations 
were further examined in a univariate general linear model to adjust for disease duration, sex, 
age and corticosteroid use. Relations between disease activity and damage accrual, 
respectively, with OPN as the response variable, were calculated using a stepwise linear 
regression model including disease duration, age, sex, SLEDAI-2K, SDI and corticosteroid 
medication. To evaluate statistical differences between the groups with nephritis, in patients 
with extensive, moderate or no organ damage, one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post hoc test 
was conducted.  

Comparisons of frequency distributions were calculated using χ2 or Fisher’s exact test with the 
phi coefficient as a measure of effect size (ES) in Paper IV. Comparisons between groups, e.g. 
patients without damage (SDI=0) versus patients with damage (SDI≥1) or patients with 
extensive damage (SDI≥3), were examined for frequency distributions and measures on 
interval-/ratio scales. The comparisons of measures on interval-/ratio scales were executed 
using students t-test or Mann–Whitney U test (when assumptions of normality were not met) 
with r as a measure of ES. The Kruskal–Wallis test was carried out for comparisons between 
groups with varying SDI scores and disease duration.  

Poisson regression was used to examine the associations between variables and organ damage 
(SDI≥1). Univariate associations were assessed in a simple Poisson regression model and 
thereafter associations were examined, adjusting for age at diagnosis and disease. Finally, all 
variables showing associations with damage accrual in the univariate model were incorporated 
in a multiple Poisson regression model ensued by backward elimination of non-significant 
variables.  

In Paper V the Mann–Whitney U test was performed to compare each ANA fine specificity 
autoantibody level (at all available time-points as well as longitudinally) with gender, smoking 
habits, presence of low complement levels, lupus nephritis, serositis, haematological disorder 
and organ damage. To evaluate relations between disease activity and every autoantibody 
specificity Spearman’s rank-order correlation test were performed and for comparisons 
between groups, χ2 or Fisher’s exact test (when more than 20% of expected frequencies were 
< 5) were used. 
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

 

PAPER I 

Associations between antinuclear antibody staining patterns and clinical features of systemic 
lupus erythematosus: analysis of a regional Swedish register 

 

As the fluctuation and diversity of symptoms and severity in SLE are exceedingly variable the 
search for clinical and serological biomarkers is indeed important. Flares, with ongoing 
inflammation in organs such as the kidney, joints, skin, bone marrow and CNS effect quality 
of life and can induce irreversible organ damage. Analysis of antinuclear antibodies by 
immunofluorescence microscopy prevails a diagnostic characteristic of SLE. Diverse IF-ANA 
staining patterns arise as different nuclear antigens are being targeted.  

ANA fine specificities in relation to disease manifestations have been explored repeatedly (140, 
144, 175, 200-202), whereas the clinical relevance of IF-ANA staining patterns is scarcely 
studied.  

In paper I, 222 well-defined SLE cases (89% women, 93% Caucasians) included in KLURING 
were consecutively recruited and followed with clinical evaluation and serum samples at each 
visit to the rheumatologist. The data from medical records has been revised retrospectively.  

99% of the patients displayed a positive ANA and 54% had a homogeneous staining pattern 
(H-ANA). The second most frequently observed pattern was speckled ANA (S-ANA 22%), 
followed by homogeneous-speckled ANA (HS-ANA 11%), nucleolar ANA (N-ANA± other 
patterns 9%) and centromere ANA (C-ANA 1%); Figure 19.  
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Figure 19: Distribution of ANA staining patterns among the 219 ANA-positive cases with SLE. 

 

The staining patterns did not differ between the cases fulfilling only the Fries´ diagnostic 
principle or ACR-82, and the dominant pattern was H-ANA regardless of how many ACR-82 
criteria being fulfilled; see Figure 20. 

Figure 20: IF-ANA staining patterns in relation to fulfilled ACR-82 classification criteria. 
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As expected, anti-dsDNA was more often associated with H-ANA, (p<0.001) and this pattern 
was significantly more frequent in cases with biopsy proven proliferative nephritis (classified 
as WHO class 3 or 4), (p<0.001) compared to other IF-ANA patterns. 

ANA fine specificities were also explored regarding anti-dsDNA by CLIFT and anti-Ro/SSA, 
anti-La/SSB, anti-Sm, anti-snRNP, anti-Scl-70 and anti-Jo1 by immunodiffusion and/or line-
blot technique.  

As anticipated, a positive test for anti-dsDNA antibodies was significantly associated with renal 
disorder (p<0.001), whereas having anti-Sm antibodies were associated with lymphocytopenia 
(p=0.014). Moreover, photosensitivity was significantly associated with anti-Ro/SSA 
antibodies (p=0.023), whereas synovitis was less frequent in patients with anti-Ro/SSA-
positivity (p=0.016). The association between photosensitivity and other lupus related skin 
manifestations is well-known while the correlation of anti-Ro/SSA and a lower frequency of 
joint involvement is more controversial.  

Furthermore, S-ANA was less common in patients with organ damage (SDI ≥1). This has not 
been demonstrated earlier and calls for confirmatory studies. A possible explanation may be 
the strong association between anti-dsDNA and renal disease which in turn gives an increased 
likelihood of organ damage accrual, whereas other staining patterns including S-ANA may be 
of lower risk of developing lupus nephritis rendering them less likely to develop organ damage. 
The well-known fact that anti-Ro/SSA and anti-La/SSB are associated to milder SLE features, 
such as photosensitivity and malar rash, might be another explanation.  

The predominant IF-ANA staining pattern among Swedish cases with SLE was H-ANA which 
was associated with the immunological criteria according to ACR-82. S-ANA was found to be 
the second most frequent pattern and had an inverse association with synovitis and organ 
damage accrual. The latter findings require confirmation in further studies.  

Strengths of this study was the large and well-characterized SLE cohort and well-defined cut-
off levels in testing of ANA and ANA fine specificities at one accredited laboratory. Even 
though this study confirmed several well-known associations and found some new ones, we 
were unable to perform comparisons of unusual clinical features and serological findings due 
to low power.  

Taken together, IF-ANA staining patterns give some information of potential diagnostic and 
prognostic relevance, but ANA fine specificities are important complement and give further 
clinical correlations.  

 

PAPER II 

Immunoglobulin A anti-phospholipid antibodies in Swedish cases of systemic lupus 
erythematosus: associations with disease phenotypes, vascular events and damage accrual 

 

APS is defined by vascular thrombosis and/or pregnancy morbidity and recurrent increased 
levels of IgG and/or IgM isotype aCL and/or anti-β2-GPI antibodies and/or a positive LA test 
(180). As the presence of aPL is associated with increased morbidity and mortality in SLE, it 
is important to screen newly diagnosed cases with SLE. Despite limited scientific evidence, 
the IgA isotype of aCL and anti-β2-GPI was added as part of the laboratory criteria in the 2012 
SLICC criteria for SLE. 
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Hence, we analysed aPL isotypes and related antibody status to disease phenotypes, damage 
accrual, smoking habits and APS-related events in 526 cases of well-defined SLE.  

Totally, 14% of the cases fulfilled the APS classification criteria. As expected, patients with 
triple-positivity, as well as patients with a positive LA test alone and/or the aPL IgG isotype, 
were associated with multiple APS manifestations and accrual of damage in several organ 
domains of the SDI. This result agrees with previous studies, including primary APS (190, 
197).  

In the control groups, 12% of the pSS patients and 14% of the RA cases tested positive for at 
least one aPL isotype. One of the pSS cases respectively two RA cases had suffered from 
cerebrovascular or cardiovascular events, which is in line with the frequency of APS events in 
these disease groups according to other studies (203, 204). The monitoring of the disease 
control groups over a long time is an asset of this study, as both pSS and RA can mimic SLE 
symptoms, particularly, early during the disease course. 

In total, 138 (26%) of the SLE patients had elevated levels above the 99th percentile of a healthy 
population for at least one aPL isotype including IgA. In total, IgA aPL were found in 82 (16%) 
of the 526 cases with SLE; Figure 21.  

 

  

Figure 21: Distribution of IgA aCL and anti-β2-GPI- positive patients in the SLE population. 82 (16%) of the 

cases with SLE had IgA positivity. 
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In Figure 22 and 23 the different isotypes of aCL and anti-β2-GPI, respectively are illustrated. 
Figure 22 demonstrates 45 (9%) IgA aCL positive patients, 20 (4%) being positive in the 
absence of IgG/IgM isotypes.   

 

 

Figure 22: Distribution of IgG/M/A isotypes of aCL in the SLE population. 89 (17%) of the patients with SLE 

were positive for at least one aCL isotype. 
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Regarding IgA anti-β2-GPI, 74 (14%) of the SLE patients were positive, of which 34 (6%) 
were positive in the absence of IgG/IgM isotypes; see Figure 23.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Distribution of IgG/M/A isotypes of anti-β2-GPI in the SLE population. 121 (23%) of the patients 

with SLE were positive for at least one anti-β2-GPI isotype. 
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In Figure 24, the exclusively IgA positive cases are shown, 8 (2%) of aCL and 16 (3%) of anti-
β2-GPI, with 4 of the cases being double positive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Distribution of exclusively IgA aCL and IgA anti-β2-GPI-positive patients in the SLE population. 20 

(4%) of the cases with SLE tested positive for at least one IgA isotype of either aCL and/or anti-β2-GPI. Each 

asterisk (*) indicates one case with an APS-related manifestation. 

 

There is substantial inconsistency regarding the reported importance of IgA aPL in previous 
studies, where some found associations for IgA aCL and/or anti-β2-GPI and thromboembolic 
events as well as pregnancy morbidity while others have been inconclusive (205-213). In a 
review from 2013 it was concluded that there was not yet enough proof to recommend analysis 
of the IgA isotype in clinical routine in order to improve the diagnostic accuracy of APS (214). 
Nevertheless, to compare studies may be difficult due to the absence of gold standards 
concerning methodology, including definition of cut-off levels for positive outcomes, and 
differences in study cohorts.  

The conclusion from another review article by Andreoli et al. was that IgA anti-β2-GPI were 
of clinical relevance while the importance of IgA aCL was less evident (182). In addition, this 
conclusion was endorsed by other studies demonstrating that exclusive presence of IgA anti-
β2-GPI was associated with APS manifestations (215, 216). Likewise, a higher clinical 
importance of IgA anti-β2-GPI compared to IgA aCL was seen in studies of primary APS (183, 
184). In our study, 6 (1%) of the 20 cases with exclusively positive IgA aPL had suffered from 
an APS manifestation, and thereby 6 additional cases would have been diagnosed with APS if 
the IgA isotype was included in the APS criteria. 

To have a positive LA test and/or IgA anti-β2-GPI antibodies present were significantly 
associated with tobacco smoking (past or present), which is consistent with a previous study 
(167). To be of Caucasian ethnicity was more common in cases with IgG anti-β2-GPI, 
regardless of other aPL isotypes. In contrast, non-Caucasian origin was significantly associated 
with being exclusively positive for IgA anti-β2-GPI. This was partly in line with a study with 

IgA 
Anti-β2-glycoprotein-I 

(n=16, 3%) 

IgA 
Anti-cardiolipin 

(n=8, 2%) 

* *** ** 
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an African-American SLE population, which reported increased rates of IgA aCL and anti-β2-
GPI compared to other ethnicities (206). Although, to note is that the non-Caucasians were 
fewer than 10% of the patients in our cohort. 

Disease duration, age, being an ever smoker, lupus nephritis, LA positivity and treatment with 
statins or prednisolone ≥7.5mg were all associated with organ damage accrual, while ongoing 
treatment with HCQ seemed to be protective. Similar results were found in several previous 
studies (80, 85, 94, 195, 196). 

Exclusive occurrence of IgA anti-β2GPI ± IgA aCL was associated with pulmonary damage, 
use of cyclosporine (CSA)/sirolimus, salicylic acid and the occurence of anti-Ro/SSA 
antibodies. 

To conclude, the occurrence of IgA aPL (16%) are not uncommon in Swedish patients with 
SLE. 4% had IgA aCL and/or anti-β2GPI in the absence of IgG and IgM isotypes. The addition 
of IgA isotypes, particularly IgA anti-β2GPI, provides some additional clinical information. 
However, further longitudinal studies are required before introducing IgA aPL in clinical 
routine. A limitation of the present study was the cross-sectional design, leaving the question 
considering aPL positivity over time unanswered.  

In agreement with recent consensus documents (189), we concluded that analysing IgA aPL 
can be of additional value among clinically suspected APS-patients with negative tests for other 
isotypes of aPL and LA.  

In addition, a positive LA, IgG aPL tests and triple positivity were frequently associated with 
APS-related manifestations as well as organ damage accrual. 

 

 

PAPER III  

Osteopontin is associated with disease severity and antiphospholipid syndrome in well 
characterised Swedish cases of SLE 

 

The spectrum of disease phenotypes in cases with SLE challenges the determination of new 
biomarkers reflecting disease activity and/or organ damage. OPN is an extracellular matrix 
protein with many functions including immunomodulating features. Despite that increased 
levels have been demonstrated, the pathogenic implications and clinical usefulness of OPN as 
a biomarker in SLE are uncertain. Hence, the aim of this cross-sectional study was to 
characterize OPN in SLE. OPN in sera from 240 well-characterized cases with SLE fulfilling 
either the 1982 ACR and/or the 2012 SLICC criteria, and from 240 population-based controls 
were analysed. The SLEDAI-2K was utilized to assess disease activity and the SDI to register 
damage accrual.  

Correlation analyses between OPN and items from SLEDAI-2K were effectuated. An inverse 
significant association was found for OPN and haemoglobin (p<0.0001), while positive 
associations were demonstrated for creatinine (p<0.0001) and ESR (p=0.001). 

OPN levels in sera were in average increased fourfold in patients with SLE in comparison with 
the controls (p<0.0001); see Figure 25.  
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Figure 25: Distribution of serum osteopontin (OPN) levels in cases with SLE and population-based controls. OPN 

levels in sera, measured by ELISA, were significantly higher in cases with SLE (mean 40.6 ng/mL) in relation to 

controls (mean 10.1 ng/mL). 

 

OPN showed a correlation to SLEDAI-2K, particularly in cases with a disease duration of less 
than 1 year (r=0.67, p=0.028). Comparable findings have been described in a previous study 
(155). The cross-sectional data herein implies that OPN serves as a biomarker of disease 
activity among cases with recent-onset SLE, while in established disease it functions as a 
marker of organ damage accrual. 

Furthermore, cases with current nephritis had increased levels of OPN in relation to cases with 
nephritis in the past (p=0.008) and cases without nephritis (p<0.0001). 

In addition, OPN was highly associated with SDI and cases with extensive damage (SDI≥3) 
presented with raised levels of OPN in comparison with patients with no or moderate damage 
(SDI 1-2); Figure 26. In line with this, Rullo et al. observed that enhanced levels of OPN 
preceded accumulation of disease activity and organ damage, particularly in paediatric SLE 
(158).  
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Figure 26: Patients with SDI ≥3 presented with raised levels of OPN (mean 68.4 ng/mL) in comparison to cases 

with moderate damage (SDI 1-2; mean 36.0 ng/mL) and without damage (SDI 0; mean 35.6 ng/mL). 

 

Moreover, a separation of organ damage into different domains showed significantly positive 
impact on OPN levels especially in the cardiovascular, renal and malignancy domains (Table 
7). Several previous studies have also demonstrated associations between increased levels of 
OPN and renal failure (156, 157, 217). 

This may implicate OPN to play a role in a vicious circle of renal inflammation, causing 
continuous albuminuria and interstitial fibrosis (218, 219). Moreover, giving anti-OPN 
treatment in nephritic rodents decreased proteinuria and in OPN knockout mice diminished 
infiltration of macrophages and less fibrosis was observed (220, 221). 

 

Variable B p-value 

SDI/ SDI domain   

Global SLICC/ACR DI 6.5 <0.0001 
Renal 18.8 <0.0001 
Cardiovascular 12.3 <0.0001 
Malignancy 18.1 0.012 

Table 7: Demonstrate association between OPN and organ damage accrual with SDI including significant 

associations in different domains. 

 

To examine a potential predictive value of OPN, the alteration in the SDI score between 
enrolment and 2-6 years after enrolment was computed. In cases with both a moderately (SDI 
raise 1-2; p=0.001) or highly (SDI raise 3-8; p=0.029) raised SDI, significantly elevated OPN 
levels were found compared to in cases without a raise in SDI score; see Figure 27. 
Furthermore, an increase in death rates was seen among cases in the two groups with an 
elevated SDI; see Figure 27. These results imply that OPN is a biomarker of future damage 
accrual. It is an established fact that the SDI value is a good predictor of further damage accrual 
and mortality (78, 85). The finding of elevated death rates in the two groups with increased 
SDI is in line with this, although these results can be biased by the restricted follow-up period 
(2-6years) as well as the fact that irreversible organ damage per se predicts future damage. 
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Figure 27: Cases with a highly elevated SDI (SDI increase 3-8; mean 62.9 ng/mL) and moderately raised SDI 

(SDI increase 1-2; mean 50.4 ng/mL) displayed significantly increased OPN levels in comparison with patients 

without increased SDI (SDI=0; mean 34.8 ng/mL). Crosses indicate deceased cases (in percentage) for each SDI 

category. 

 

Moreover, OPN levels in relation to APS showed a significant association (p=0.009). For the 
different APS manifestations, a positive impact was noted for arterial event (p=0.044), arterial 
emboli (p=0.031), ischaemic stroke (p=0.026) and valvular heart disease (p<0.0001). 
Similarly, earlier studies have linked raised OPN levels to arterial events such as increased risk 
of major cardiac insults, severe coronary and peripheral arterial atherosclerosis (222, 223). 
Although, in what way OPN play a role in cardiovascular disease is partly unknown. Whereas 
some studies indicated that the pro-inflammatory properties of OPN enhance atherosclerosis, 
others have hypothesized OPN to give rise to a protective effect in post-myocardial infarction 
by recruiting neutrophils and macrophages to clear cellular debris (222, 224). 

Looking at the serological elements in the classification criteria for APS, the LA test (p=0.033), 
and IgM aCL antibodies (p=0.027), had a positive impact on OPN levels. Unexpectedly, no 
associations were seen for OPN levels and triple positivity (i.e. positive LA test, IgG and/or 
IgM aCL and IgG and/or IgM anti-β2-glycoprotein I antibodies). 

A limitation of this study was the few patients with incipient disease (17%). Future longitudinal 
studies with newly diagnosed SLE cases are needed, to further explore if increased OPN levels 
precede organ damage accrual and thereby acts as a predictor. 

In murine models of SLE an enhanced expression of OPN stimulate B cell activity, ensuing 
anti-dsDNA antibody production (150, 151). These antibodies can form immune complexes 
which cause inflammation when they are deposited in the kidneys.  In addition, OPN can induce 
migration and cytokine production by macrophages (153, 154). A principal feature in the 
pathogenesis of SLE is an insufficient clearance of apoptotic material and OPN has been found 
to obstruct apoptosis thereby contributing to reduced clearance of cellular debris, antigen 
exposure, autoantibody production, persistent inflammation and organ damage in a vicious 
circle (151, 225).  
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To conclude, circulating OPN was correlated with disease activity in newly diagnosed cases 
with SLE, reflected irreversible organ damage and was associated with APS manifestations, 
primarily on the arterial side. Unfortunately, in a follow up study in the SLICC inception 
cohort, OPN could not predict development of organ damage, but was still raised 4-fold and 
was associated to enhanced disease activity at inclusion and over time (157). 

 

PAPER IV 

The majority of Swedish systemic lupus erythematosus patients are still affected by 
irreversible organ impairment: factors related to damage accrual in two regional cohorts 

   

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is a chronic inflammatory autoimmune disease with an 
unpredictable disease course and involving many organs such as the kidneys, joints, skin and 
CNS (226). Prevailing inflammation, side-effects from treatment and comorbidities can cause 
accrual of irreversible organ damage which is closely related to mortality (79, 85, 227). 
Although the survival rate in cases with SLE has improved since the 1950s, little further 
improvement has been seen since the mid-1990s, despite new therapies and a clearer perception 
of the disease pathogenesis, and irreversible organ damage remains a critical concern (63, 87, 
88, 91). 

Knowledge of specific disease variables related to poor SLE outcome is indeed important given 
the great diversity of the disease and severity. To evaluate accumulation of organ damage, 
clinical associations and causes of death in SLE, 543 consecutively recruited and well-
characterized cases from Uppsala and Linköping (1998‒2017) were studied. The SDI was 
utilized to estimate damage. Increased SDI scores are related to further accrual of organ 
damage, lower quality of life and an increased risk of mortality whereas absence of SDI points 
are associated with mild or well-controlled SLE (64, 78, 79, 85). 

Furthermore, we examined factors associated with damage accrual including disease features, 
demographics, autoantibody specificities and medical treatment. 

86% of the cases were women and 90% of Caucasian origin. The mean age at diagnosis was 
37 years and the mean disease duration at data extraction was 17 years. Most patients had 
established SLE at data extraction and only 4% had recent-onset disease (meaning having less 
than one years´ disease duration). 99% of the patients were ANA positive and 49% had 
detectable aPL at least once. The most frequent ACR-82 criterion was arthritis (75%), 
haematological disorder (63%), followed by photosensitivity (59%) and malar rash (54%). 
Lupus nephritis was found in 29% and neurologic disorder in 6% of the patients. The 
differences in data between the Uppsala and the Linköping cohorts were small and thereby 
further analyses were performed using fused data. 318 of all patients (59%) presented with 
“any organ damage” (SDI >0) and 137 (25%) of these had “extensive damage” (SDI ≥3); see 
Figure 28.  
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Figure 28: Distribution of points corresponding to the Systemic Lupus International Collaborating 

Clinics/American College of Rheumatology damage index (SDI). 318 (59%) of the cases with SLE had SDI ≥1 

and 137 (25%) had SDI ≥3. 

In other studies with similar follow-up time and distribution of ethnicity the prevalence of any 
organ damage were 36-69% (64, 81, 196). In the SLICC cohort, with approximately half of the 
cases being of Caucasian ethnicity, 51% of the patients presented with organ damage already 
after 6 years’ duration of SLE (85). In a more recently published cross-sectional study with 344 
patients with recent-onset SLE, 29% had accrued damage after 5 years (157). In Figure 29, the 
percentage of cases with any damage year by year is shown. After 6 years’ disease duration, 
33% of the patients had accrued at least one organ damage, which is in line with other European 
studies (64, 94) and a previous Swedish study from Lund (78). 

 

 

Figure 29: Percentage of patients with any organ damage yearly from SLE onset.  
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Engagement of one organ domain was most common, albeit some individuals had damage in 
several domains. The most frequently affected organ domains were the neuropsychiatric (25%) 
followed by the ocular (18%), musculoskeletal (16%), cardiovascular (16%) and malignancy 
(13%) domains; Figure 30. In a comparison with a Portuguese study the findings were similar, 
with exceptions for higher rates of renal, musculoskeletal and pulmonary damage among the 
Portuguese cases, whereas cardiovascular damage and malignancies were more frequent in this 
study. The observed differences can reflect genetic variation or be due to a shorter follow-up 
time, different coverage of the study population and the cross-sectional design of the 
Portuguese study (196). 

 

Figure 30: Distribution of the frequencies (%) of each involved organ domain in all 543 cases. 

 

Moreover, we analysed time to first damage in each organ domain; Figure 31. Damage in the 
skin (median time 9 months), diabetes mellitus (median time 12 months) and peripheral 
vascular (median time 2 years) domains were the first to appear whereas the longest time to 
injury were seen in the malignancy (median time 13 years) domain. In line with previous 
studies, our data demonstrate that male gender (median 2 vs. 6 years, p<0.001) and testing 
positive for LA (median 3 vs. 6 years, p=0.005) was associated with a shorter time to first 
damage (64, 73). In cases with malar rash, depression, hypothyroidism and La/SSB antibodies 
a significantly longer time to first organ damage was observed. These factors may constitute 
markers of mild SLE and to note, all these four factors were more frequent in females than in 
male cases, and might thus explain a part of the gender difference of SDI (166). 
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Figure 31: Distribution of median time in years to first organ damage in relation to affected domain.  

 

As previously demonstrated by others, cases with SDI ≥1 had a longer disease duration (mean 
20 vs. 12 years), were to a greater extent of Caucasian ethnicity (93% vs. 87%), were older at 
diagnosis (mean age 39 vs. 33 years) and fulfilled a higher number of SLICC-12 criteria (6.7 
vs. 6.2) (81, 86, 94, 196). Furthermore, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, depression, Sjögrens 
syndrome, neurologic disorder (SLICC-12 definition), aPL (SLICC-12 definition), positive 
IgG anti-β2GPI, positive LA test as well as clinical APS were more frequent in cases with any 
damage. Looking at therapies, the use of CSA, MMF and CYC were more frequently used in 
patients with accrued organ damage, while ongoing antimalarial therapy was less common. 
Having positive anti-La/SSB antibodies were associated with the absence of damage. As SDI 
does not have to be attributed to SLE, factors like increased sensitivity to drug adverse advents 
in elderly and comorbidities are also important. Certain types of damage, like cataract, 
cerebrovascular insult and osteoporosis are more common in elderly in general and may not 
solely be explained by long SLE duration, high disease activity or corticosteroid side effects 
(85). Others have demonstrated that, patients with non-Caucasian ethnicity are afflicted by 
damage earlier during the disease course, have an increased risk of nephritis and a worse 
outcome overall (56, 80, 195). Increased genetic burden, socioeconomics and a more frequent 
presence of autoantibodies may contribute to more severe SLE phenotypes in non-Caucasians 
(57, 80, 195). This could not be confirmed in this study, possibly due to the low number of 
non-Caucasians included.  

SS was observed in approximately 20% of the cases, a frequency similar in other European 
studies (228, 229). In line with a previous study, SS was more common in patients with accrued 
damage (196). Additional autoimmune disease in SLE such as SS, has been associated with 
increased damage and mortality (201). Furthermore, SS has been found to be more common 
among Caucasians than in other ethnic groups (201). In addition, antidepressant medication 
was more prevalent in cases with damage. If depression is directly associated to SLE, or if it 
constitutes a result of high disease burden, remains to be elucidated.  

Moreover, a comparison was made between patients with extensive damage (SDI ≥3) and those 
without any damage. All above mentioned significant variables remained and in addition 
serositis, haematological and renal disorder, as well as interstitial lung disease, secondary 
Sjögren’s syndrome and IgG aCL were associated with extensive damage. Renal disorder as 
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well as persistent proteinuria have been associated with a more aggressive SLE, which was 
confirmed in this study as renal disorder was more frequent in cases with extensive damage 
(63, 77, 80, 94, 196). 

Furthermore, we conducted regression analyses with the SDI at data extraction and adjusted 
the model for age and disease duration. Age at diagnosis, SLE duration, pericarditis, haemolytic 
anaemia, lymphopenia, myositis, use of antihypertensives, statins, CSA or CYC (ever), the use 
of corticosteroid doses corresponding to ≥7.5 mg prednisolone daily (at last visit), neurologic 
disorder and APS remained as independent risk factors for damage accrual. The overall pseudo-
R2 was 0.52 which indicates that more than 50% of the total variation of the global SDI score 
can be explained by the above-mentioned factors in the multiple model. Hypertension and APS 
are well established risk factors for damage accrual and antihypertensive treatment can be a 
proxy for renal disorder, as angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors are used to reduce 
proteinuria (77, 94, 196). Neurologic disorder has been found to be associated with SDI 
whereas haemolytic anaemia, lymphopenia, pericarditis and myositis have not previously been 
identified as risk factors for damage (196). Although, myositis in SLE has been related to a 
more active disease, which may explain the association with damage accrual. Additionally, 
SDI may be reflected by long-term use of high doses of corticosteroids in manifestations such 
as serositis, severe cytopenia and pulmonary disorder, where other immunosuppressive 
treatment occasionally may be insufficient. With regard to the association with SDI and the use 
of CSA or CYC, these therapies are more likely to be used in cases with more severe disease 
(e.g. proliferative nephritis or neurologic disorder) or as a late alternative medication in patients 
who already have acquired damage. Furthermore, a well-known side effect of CYC is 
premature gonadal failure, which is an item in the SDI. Contrary, the use of antimalarials was 
associated with absence of damage, which has also been observed in previous studies (84, 85). 
In our cohort, 63% of the cases remained on antimalarials at last visit. Antimalarials remain 
the cornerstone in treating SLE and is efficient for skin and joint manifestations, reduces flares 
as well as gives an improved lipid profile, glucose levels and contributes to antithrombotic 
effects (230). On the other hand, mild cases of SLE is more likely to receive antimalarials as 
monotherapy, whereas more severe or highly active disease are more prone to receive 
glucocorticoids and other immunosuppressive therapy as a complement to antimalarials. 
Antimalarials are inhibiting interferon-signalling in SLE, and alternative treatments are under 
development for patients unable to tolerate HCQ in order to target this pathway and reduce the 
risk of long-term morbidity (84, 85, 227). 

Despite improving survival rates since the 1950’s, the mortality rates have stagnated in the last 
decades and remain higher compared to the general population (88, 91). At last follow-up, 54 
(10%) of the SLE cases were deceased, whereof 7 patients were included as incident cases. The 
mean age at death among the 54 patients was 70 years (range 27-96) and 10 of them died before 
the age of 60. In comparison, the average age for mortality in the normal population in Sweden 
was 2017 82 years (231). The causes of death are presented in Figure 32. The leading cause of 
death was malignancy, followed by infections and cardiovascular disease. Similar results have 
been reported by others, but some have also observed higher rates of thrombotic events, 
cerebrovascular disease and “active disease” as causes of death (64, 89, 167, 232). A possible 
explanation might be an underestimation of the SLE related causes of death, recently 
highlighted in a Swedish study (233). 
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Figure 32: Cause of death in accordance with death certificates among the 54 deceased patients at the time point 

of data extraction (31 December 2017). CVI: cerebrovascular insult. 

 

Out of the 18 deaths caused by malignancies, 5 were lung cancer and 5 haematological 
malignancies. This was in line with a recent meta-analysis and a study in a large international 
SLE cohort in which also hepatobiliary malignancy was found to be overrepresented (89, 95). 
The most common deadly infections were septicaemia (6 cases) and pneumonia (6 cases). 
Additionally, infections can be related to high disease activity, immunosuppressive therapy, 
high doses of corticosteroids, hospitalization and have been observed to be a leading cause of 
death in early SLE (232, 234). In the cardiovascular group, ischemic heart disease, heart failure, 
cardiomyopathies and pulmonary arterial hypertension were included. An overrepresentation 
of early cardiovascular disease, especially among women, and related deaths are previously 
reported (64, 97). Among the deceased patients a significant higher SDI score was observed in 
comparison to the cases still alive at data extraction (SDI 5.3 vs. 1.3, p<0.0001). 

Strengths of the present study are the large and well-characterized SLE cohort and a high 
coverage, as our university hospital is a tertiary referral centre and Swedish health care being 
tax-funded, giving the patients´ universal access. This makes the risk of selection bias low. 
Unfortunately, data on accumulated doses of corticosteroids are not available and the number 
of non-Caucasians is low, which may hamper generalization to other parts of the world.  

To conclude, after a mean disease duration of 17 years, the main part of Swedish SLE patients 
have accrued organ damage. Earlier established risk factors of damage accrual were confirmed. 
Additionally, Sjögren’s syndrome was associated with extensive damage, whereas neurologic 
disorder, myositis, lymphopenia, pericarditis and haemolytic anaemia were linked to global 
SDI in a multiple Poisson regression model.  

Among modifiable factors, tight surveillance and prevention of cardiovascular disease and 
infections, watchfulness for malignancies, a judicious use of corticosteroids as well as giving 
all SLE patients antimalarials may decrease the risk of organ damage and premature mortality. 
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PAPER V 

Longitudinal antinuclear antibody (ANA) seroconversion in systemic lupus erythematosus: a 
prospective study of Swedish cases with recent-onset disease 

 

Regardless of the considerable clinical diversities between cases with SLE, the presence of 
ANA at the time of diagnosis has been regarded as a finding with very few exceptions (226). 
Thus, an ‘abnormal titre’ of ANA identified by immunofluorescence microscopy (IF-ANA) is 
one of the 11 criteria for SLE according to the validated 1982 ACR classification criteria (ACR-
82) as well as the 1997 revised criteria (ACR-97) (50, 51). In addition, the Systemic Lupus 
International Collaborating Clinics criteria (SLICC-12) state that an ANA test ‘above the 
laboratory reference value’ remains a criterion for SLE, but with no specification of the method 
for ANA assessment (53) and in the 2019 SLE classification criteria from EULAR and ACR, 
ANA has a cardinal role and serves as an entry criterion, at the stipulated titre of ≥1:80 (54). 
The use of IF microscopy to detect ANAs was introduced by Holman, Kunkel and Friou 
already in the 1950s, and persists as the gold standard of ANA diagnostics even though rat 
tissue as antigen source has been replaced by a human epithelial cell line in the last decades (9, 
10, 235). Different IF-ANA cell staining patterns arise depending on which nuclear antigens 
are being targeted by the autoantibodies. In Swedish SLE materials, the 
“homogeneous/chromosomal” staining pattern (H-ANA) is the most common, followed by the 
“speckled/extrachromosomal” (S-ANA), combined “homogeneous and speckled” (HS-ANA), 
“nucleolar” (N-ANA), and “centromere” (C-ANA) staining pattern (166). In Linköping we use 
a cut-off level corresponding to the 95th percentile among healthy blood donors to define an 
abnormal level of ANA detected by indirect IF microscopy with fixed HEp-2 cells as source 
of nuclear antigens and γ-chain specific secondary antibodies to determine IgG-class IF-ANA 
(166). Using this cut-off level, ANA has a very high diagnostic sensitivity for recent-onset 
SLE, but low diagnostic specificity, with nearly 5% prevalence among healthy blood donors. 
Whether the diagnostic sensitivity of ANA change over time in patients with established SLE 
remains uncertain. It is often stated that >95% of SLE patients are ANA positive (226). This is 
likely to hold true for ‘ever ANA positive’ whereas the frequency of IF-ANA in established 
SLE cases is probably lower. In two previous retrospective studies, it was demonstrated that 
abnormal ANA titres are less common than generally assumed in established cases of SLE 
(169, 236). Additionally, the investigators in the randomized controlled study of belimumab 
(anti-BLyS therapy), found that a considerable proportion of the previous ANA positive cases 
were ANA negative at inclusion. This matter was debated being one of the possible reasons for 
the trial not reaching its primary endpoints (237). In a large study from the SLICC inception 
cohort with recent onset SLE, 6% of the patients were judged ANA negative (238). Contrary, 
another study showed ANA negative cases at recruitment to become ANA positive over 5 years 
(239). Pisetsky et al. have emphasized that divergent ANA results could partly be due to 
differences in laboratory routines and assays and the cut-off value not being clear-cut (240). 
Furthermore, ANA fine specificities have not been standardized regarding diagnostic 
specificity.  

As controversy consists, and IF-ANA to our knowledge has never been evaluated in a 
prospective study, we decided to design such study with longitudinal serological and clinical 
follow-up for patients with recent-onset SLE. 

Accordingly, 54 cases with newly diagnosed SLE (≤ 6months of symptoms) were included and 
followed for at least five years. At recruitment all cases were judged ANA positive at a titre of 
≥800 and the distribution of staining patterns were coded according to the ICAP nomenclature, 
with homogeneous (H, AC-1, 46%), speckled (S, AC-4 and AC-5, 31%) and 
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homogeneous/speckled (HS, AC-1/4, 11%) patterns being most common followed by 
homogeneous/nucleolar (HN, AC1/8, 6%), nucleolar (N, AC-8-10, 4%) and multiple nuclear 
dots (MND, AC-6, 2%). See Figure 33 for IF-ANA staining patterns longitudinally. 93 % of 
the cases kept their ANA pattern during follow-up and decreasing ANA titre over time was 
more frequent than the opposite. No significant associations between ANA titre changes and 
conversion of staining patterns or to disease activity were observed. Yet, most of our patients 
had low to moderate disease activity and thereby such association cannot be excluded in more 
active SLE. 

Figure 33: IF-ANA staining patterns in all 54 cases longitudinally. 

 

Arbuckle and co-workers showed in 2003 that IF-ANA as well as ANA fine specificities can 
be detected in an increasing rate, several years before and up to the time of the SLE diagnosis, 
where after the autoantibody accrual was stopped (177). Swedish biobank material have shown 
similar results (241). In this study 7 out of the 54 patients (13%) had lost their ANA positivity 
at last follow-up; see Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: The distribution of IF-ANA titres longitudinally for each patient. 

 

In Figure 35, changes in dilution steps from enrolment to last follow-up for all 54 patients are 
demonstrated. 

 

 

Figure 35: Changes in dilution steps for all 54 patients, from recruitment to last data extraction. Red bars indicate 

patients seroconverting from IF-ANA positive to negative. (Note that each empty space on the X-axis indicates 

that no change in IF-ANA titre was observed from first to last follow-up).   
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This finding of IF-ANA seroconversion from positive to negative is similar to studies showing 
that prevailing ANA positivity is not as common as previously thought (169, 236-238). 
However, opposing data has been presented by Ippolito et al (242). In the 7 cases 
seroconverting, the ANA titres at recruitment were in the range of 800-6400, all were 
prescribed antimalarials and 3 with a combination of methotrexate and one with mycophenolate 
mofetil. No significant associations were found between IF-ANA seroconversion and any 
specific phenotypes, gender, smoking or hypocomplementemia. Solely 2 of the 7 patients who 
lost ANA positivity were positive for anti-Ro/SSA antibodies, implying that IF-ANA negative 
cases are not restricted to only anti-Ro/SSA positive patients (169, 243). In 3 of the 7 
seroconverting cases, all fine specificities were negative at inclusion and continued to be 
negative over time whereas 1 case stayed positive for both anti-Ro52/SSA and anti-U1RNP 
and 1 case for both anti-U1RNP and anti-Sm/RNP. In 2 patients, anti-U1RNP or anti-dsDNA 
became negative at the seroconversion of ANA, yet these 2 patients remained positive for anti-
ribosomal P protein or Ro52/SSA and La/SSB. As IF-ANA rests on a subjective evaluation 
under the microscope, as well as that the equipment and procedures vary at different 
laboratories, the titres cannot be directly comparable in between them (244). Despite that 
international recommendation for IF-ANA cut-off levels is clear, it is not always complied with 
and even in the 2019 SLE classification criteria from EULAR and ACR a titre of ≥1:80 is 
stipulated even if this titre do not reflect the 95th percentile at all laboratories (54, 146). If the 
selected cut-off level for IF-ANA is set too low, a considerable proportion of healthy 
individuals will present with ANA-positivity, and thus it is very important that every IF-ANA 
laboratory calibrate their cut-off level based on their microscope and defined reference material 
with the use of the 95th percentile in a healthy population (51, 169, 244-246). 

Associations between ANA fine specificities and clinical manifestations, such as anti-dsDNA 
and nephritis, anti-U1RNP with Raynaud´s phenomenon and anti-Ro52/Ro60/SSA antibodies 
with sicca symptoms and skin involvement are well-established (140, 175). For other ANA 
specificities and clinical features conflicting results are demonstrated in different studies, 
possible due to differences in patient selection, methodology, cut-off levels as well as ethnicity 
in the selected populations (140, 144, 166, 175). Herein, we confirmed the established 
associations between the presence of anti-dsDNA and low complement as well as for renal 
disorder; see Figure 36 (98, 140, 247). 

 

 

Figure 36: Anti-dsDNA levels over time in cases with and without lupus nephritis. 
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In line with a European study an association between anti-U1RNP and haematological 
involvement was found (144). Despite multiple clinical associations ANA reactivities are not 
routinely followed longitudinally except for anti-dsDNA, which may correlate with renal 
disorder and flares in general (247). Nevertheless, concentrations of other ANA fine 
specificities can fluctuate over time, there seem to be limited correlation between 
concentrations and disease activity as well as for most manifestations (248, 249). Anti-dsDNA; 
see Figure 37, and anti-Sm fluctuated most over time whereas anti-Ro/SSA and anti-La/SSB 
were more stable longitudinally. These findings were in line with other studies (249-251). 

 

Figure 37: Illustration of the distribution of anti-dsDNA titres longitudinally for each patient. 

 

Opposing our results with higher Ro52/SSA levels in men was found in two non-European 
studies (252, 253). This may be explained by low number of male patients in our cohort or due 
to differences in ethnicity. Furthermore, ethnicity is well-known to influence the prevalence of 
autoantibodies, being higher in non-Caucasians (254, 255). As 90% of the patients herein were 
of Caucasian origin, we were not able to evaluate ethnic differences systematically. Further, 
we could not find any association between previously shown cigarette smoking and anti-
dsDNA, nor for any other ANA reactivity (256). Strengths of this study were the well-
characterized population with few missing data and the prospective design. Additionally, all 
IF-ANA samples were analysed at the same occasion and evaluated by the same qualified 
individuals at the Clinical immunology laboratory in Linköping, to avoid inter-assay variation. 
Furthermore, several samples were re-evaluated regarding IF-ANA at the Clinical Immunology 
laboratory in Uppsala, with a concordance rate over 96%. The relatively small number of 
included cases was a limitation of the study, as correlations between ANA fine specificities 
and rare manifestations could not be analysed due to statistical power issues.   

Nevertheless, ANA fine specificities are associated with certain clinical symptoms and 
fluctuate in varying degree over time, there seem to be of little clinical relevance to measure 
the autoantibodies repeatedly, except for anti-dsDNA. A considerable proportion of the SLE 
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cases converted from positive to negative IF-ANA over time. Besides, no obvious associations 
were observed between clinical manifestations, gender, smoking habits or complement levels 
in the patients who seroconverted. Neither, was simultaneously seroconversion of ANA fine 
specificities at the time of IF-ANA seroconversion seen in general, but in individual cases. 
Further, larger prospective studies are required as it is unclear whether seroconversion from 
IF-ANA positive to negative mirrors the natural history of disease, variability in test kits or are 
consequences of treatment.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

IF-ANA remains a hallmark of SLE and the most common pattern in Swedish cases is 
homogeneous ANA, followed by speckled ANA and combined homogeneous/speckled-ANA. 
H-ANA was associated with immunologic disorder, whereas S-ANA was inversely associated 
with arthritis, immunologic disorder as well as with accrual of organ damage. 

Over time a considerable proportion of SLE patients seroconvert regarding IF-ANA from 
positive to negative, whereas the staining patterns largely remain stable. Furthermore, ANA 
fine specificities fluctuate in varying degree over time. Yet, the only autoantibody which seems 
to have clinical relevance to follow over time was anti-dsDNA, where the titre was associated 
with low complement and renal involvement.  

The biomarker OPN, was elevated 4-fold in SLE cases in comparison to in healthy controls 
and was found to be correlated with disease activity (measured by mSLEDAI-2K), especially 
during the early disease course. OPN levels were also associated with accrual of organ damage 
and APS.  

In addition, we observed that almost 60% of Swedish SLE patients had acquired organ damage, 
and 25% extensive damage, after a mean disease duration of 17 years. Organ damage was 
associated with age at disease onset, SLE duration, number of SLICC-12 criteria, APS, 
neurologic disorder, hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, depression and secondary Sjögren’s 
syndrome.  

IgA aPL was found in 16% of the patients and 1% had IgA aPL and APS manifestations without 
having other aPL isotypes or a positive LA test. Additionally, nephritis, smoking, positive LA 
test, the use of statins and corticosteroids were associated with damage accrual whereas 
antimalarials appeared to be protective. The most common causes of death among the SLE 
cases were malignancy, infections and cardiovascular disease.  

To conclude, further longitudinal studies are warranted to see if OPN can predict organ damage 
and to explore the clinical relevance of IF-ANA seroconversion. Moreover, the analyses of IgA 
aPL can be of additional value in a limited number of SLE cases with APS manifestation testing 
negative for other isotypes and LA. Even though Swedish health care is tax-funded and offers 
universal access, the majority of SLE patients still suffer from irreversible organ damage over 
time. Among the factors being possible to modify are a judicious use of corticosteroids, the 
prevention of infections, cardiovascular disease and APS manifestations as well as the 
watchfulness for malignancies. There is still a great need for new biomarkers to predict severe 
disease as well as for new effective treatment to prevent organ damage and premature death in 
SLE. 

A graphical summary of the projects in this thesis is demonstrated in Figure 38. 
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Figure 38: Schematic illustration of the projects in the thesis with potential interactions. Patients with SLE have 

an increased apoptosis and necrosis as well as an impaired clearance of cell debris, this contributes to loss of self-

tolerance, production of autoantibodies by B cells, and deposition of immune complexes of antigens and 

antibodies in tissue, resulting in organ damage. Homogeneous IF-ANA was most common in Swedish cases with 

SLE (Paper I) and 13% of the patients seroconverted from being IF-ANA positive to negative over time (Paper 

V). IgA aPL can be of additional value in cases with SLE and suspected APS when testing negative for other aPL 

isotypes and LA (Paper II). The levels of OPN were elevated in cases with SLE and were associated with disease 

activity, organ damage and APS (Paper III). Almost two-thirds of the cases with SLE accrued organ damage over 

time (Paper IV). Figure by Lina Wirestam from original drawing by Martina Frodlund. 
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FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

The results of this thesis demonstrate that IF-ANA staining patterns have certain clinical 
correlates of potential diagnostic and prognostic importance beside traditional antigen-specific 
immunoassays. The observation that speckled ANA was less often associated with arthritis and 
acquired organ damage compared with other staining patterns could be of clinical relevance 
when trying to tailor treatment, but call for confirmatory studies before regarding SLE in 
patients with speckled ANA as a milder form of SLE. 

It is not clarified whether seroconversion in general (i.e. from IF-ANA positive to IF-ANA 
negative), which I observed herein, reflects the natural history of disease or consequences of 
therapy. Therefore, further evaluation of larger longitudinal prospective studies is required. 
However, it is of utmost importance that the international recommendation is followed, 
requiring all IF-ANA laboratories to calibrate their cut-off levels based upon defined reference 
material and use a 95th percentile cut-off level of a healthy population. Moreover, ANA 
seroconversion has been debated as a possible reason for the failure of the clinical randomised 
trial of belimumab to meet its primary endpoints (237). Thus, a greater consideration to ANA 
status will probably be taken in future clinical trials. I would like to perform another follow-up 
of the 54 patients (in Paper I) after a follow-up time of 10 years or even longer time, to analyse 
if a larger proportion of the ANA seroconverts and if it possible to predict any specific disease 
phenotypes including ANA fine specificities, in patients who have undergone seroconversion. 

A limitation of Paper II was the cross-sectional design which leaves unanswered the question 
concerning changes in aPL positivity over time. Further longitudinal studies regarding IgA aPL 
as well as of other potentially even more promising autoantibodies when it comes to clinical 
associations with APS (e.g. the anti-β2-GPI domain I) are required before being introduced in 
general clinical routine. Additionally, harmonization of the many different types of aPL tests 
is needed and scoring systems can be helpful to support clinical decision-making. A study with 
a prospective longitudinal analysis of aPL of IgG, IgM and IgA isotypes in patients with recent-
onset SLE is in the pipeline. The data is already available, and we will start to analyse the 
results this fall.  

Although circulating OPN in our study was raised 4-fold and was associated with disease 
activity as well as APS and organ damage, OPN could unfortunately not predict development 
of organ damage, but was associated with increased disease activity at inclusion and up to five 
years observational time, in a follow up study in the SLICC inception cohort (157). A longer 
follow-up time and to analyse OPN not only at inclusion but longitudinally to examine the 
predictive value of OPN for various outcome measures as SLE flares and damage accrual 
would be of interest. 

The need for better biomarkers is essential in SLE as the disease still constitutes a great 
challenge for physicians due to its’ large diversity and the difficulty to distinguish disease 
activity from irreversible damage. A perfect biomarker in SLE, yet unlikely to be found, would 
be able to discriminate between disease activity, infection and organ damage as well as being 
easy and cheap to measure in clinical routine practise. Such biomarkers, and possibly also 
measurement of “the IFN signature”, could potentially be of guidance in the development of 
new medical therapies. There are no available tests to directly measure type I IFN in medical 
routine today, but the development of such tests could also be helpful in monitoring disease 
activity in SLE. The ELISAs and multiplex techniques available today are either insensitive or 
unreliable, but new techniques are developing and there is still a need for a clear definition of 
the type I IFN signature. Previous studies have shown that detecting downstream response 
molecules at transcription level of the IFN signature are more reliable than measuring IFN-α 
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level directly in serum/plasma (14). Further evaluation of already existing biomarkers and the 
search for new ones will hopefully bring new knowledge into pathogenesis and management 
of SLE.  

As a continuation of my fourth study showing that the main part of patients with SLE still 
accrue organ damage and cancer being a common cause of death, one of my forthcoming 
projects include delivering data to a large international inception cohort evaluating cancer risk 
in patients with SLE. 
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SAMMANFATTNING PÅ SVENSKA 

Systemisk lupus erytematosus (SLE) är en autoimmun sjukdom som i stort sett kan drabba 
kroppens samtliga organ. Vid autoimmun sjukdom är immunsystemet aktivt även när det inte 
ska försvara oss mot infektioner och bildar antikroppar som bidrar till inflammation och skador 
på kroppsegen vävnad. Manifestationerna sträcker sig från relativt mild sjukdom med t.ex. 
hudutslag och svullna leder till att vara av en mer allvarlig karaktär med engagemang av njurar, 
det centrala nervsystemet och proppbildning i blodkärl. En klinisk utmaning är att identifiera 
vilka individer som riskerar att utveckla allvarlig sjukdom med ökad risk för organskada och 
sämre prognos. Antinukleära antikroppar (ANA), antifosfolipid-antikroppar (aPL) och 
interferon-α är kännetecknande för SLE och anses driva sjukdomen i en ond cirkel med 
antigen-exponering, antikroppsproduktion, bildning av immunkomplex och inflammation som 
kan ge organskada. Organskada och allvarlig SLE är starkt kopplat till ökad risk för förtida död 
och det finns tyvärr ännu inga riktigt bra enskilda biomarkörer som speglar framtida risk.  

Syftet med den här avhandlingen var att öka kunskapen om ANA, aPL och andra potentiella 
biomarkörer i relation till klinisk bild och prognos vid SLE. 

Vi fann att homogent ANA-immunfluorescensmönster var det vanligaste bland svenska 
patienter med SLE och att detta mönster var associerat med klassifikations-kriteriet 
”immunologisk avvikelse”. Kornig ANA var det näst vanligaste mönstret, och det var kopplat 
till lägre risk för ledinflammation (artrit), klassifikations kriteriet ”immunologisk avvikelse” 
och organskada (Artikel I). Vidare fann vi att en betydande andel av patienterna förlorade sin 
ANA-positivitet över tid, men hos de patienter som bibehöll ANA-positivitet kvarstod 
mönstertypen i de flesta fall (Artikel V). 

Överlevnaden vid SLE har förbättrats de senaste decennierna, men risken för organskada och 
ökad dödlighet i jämförelse med normalbefolkningen är fortfarande en realitet. I Artikel II 
visade vår tvärsnittsstudie att mer än 25% av patienterna uppvisade ≥1 aPL-isotyp (IgG, IgM 
eller IgA-klass) och 14% klassificerades med antifosfolipidsyndrom (APS). Ett positivt lupus-
antikoagulans test (LA) och/eller IgG aPL test kunde associeras till flest APS-manifestationer 
och organskada. Inflammation i njurarna (nefrit), rökning, positivt LA-test samt användning 
av blodfettssänkande läkemedel och/eller kortikosteroider var starkt associerat med 
organskada, medan behandling med hydroxiklorokin tycktes vara skyddande. Förekomst av 
IgA aPL var relativt vanligt (16%) hos svenska patienter med SLE. Analys av IgA aPL kan 
vara av kliniskt värde vid misstänkt APS där rutintester för övriga aPL-isotyper och LA utfallit 
negativt. 

I Artikel IV observerade vi att nästan 60% av patienter med SLE i Sverige drabbades av 
organskada trots dagens moderna behandling och skattefinansierade vård. Vi fann därutöver 
att de vanligaste dödsorsakerna var cancer, infektioner och hjärt-kärlsjukdom. Vi kunde 
bekräfta väletablerade riskfaktorer för organskada som APS, hypertoni och användningen av 
kortikosteroider, men vi observerade även andra faktorer som kan ha betydelse för 
organskadeutveckling, såsom. perikardit, hemolytisk anemi, lymfopeni och myosit. 

Vi visade även att nivån av det extracellulära matrix-proteinet osteopontin (OPN) korrelerade 
till sjukdomsaktivitet hos nyinsjuknade patienter med SLE. Att OPN-nivåer reflekterar 
organskada och är associerat med APS indikerar dess potential som biomarkör vid SLE (Artikel 
III). 

Den här avhandlingen betonar betydelsen av autoantikroppar i patogenes och diagnostik vid 
SLE. Antikroppsprofilen kan ha stor betydelse för att hjälpa till att skräddarsy behandling och 
minimera risken för organskada och ökad dödlighet vid SLE. Ytterligare studier behövs för att 
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vidare kunna fastställa den kliniska och mekanistiska relevansen av ANA-serokonversion, 
OPN och IgA aPL. 
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